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3000 FIGURES IN A CONSTANT SCALE
-HERE ARE AFEW M O R Eiirl
ALL BRITISH and FRENCH NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY and CAVALRY ARE

NOW IN PRODUCTION. ORDER FROM YOUR STOCKIST or DIRECT.
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ROS FIGURES

and HEROICS FIGURES
R OS Figures and Heroics figures combine to bring an unrivalled selection of micro-tanks, and Heroics unique range of1/300th
scale figures together. AII our figures are made of high quality tin-lead alloy and great attention is paid to detail and proportion.

ROS WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's
German

Panzer MB

Panzer MF
Panzer 11 Flame
Wespe
Lynx
Panzer IIIJ
Panzer IIIM
Panzer IIIN
StuG MIG
Panzer IVD
PanzerIVFI

Panzer IVF2
Panzer IVH
StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Pz 38 (t)
Marder III SdKfz 139
Marder III H
Hetzer
Panther D
Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger I E
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant

Brummbaer
Sturmtiger
Hanomag SdKfz 251
Sd 251/10 + 3.7 Pak

Ostwind
Westwind

Sd 251/16 Flame
Sd 251 Rocket Launcher
Arm'd Mauitier Rocket L
Sd 250
Sd 250/9 A/C
B IV demolition vehicle
Opel Blitz
Opel Mauitier softskin
Kubelwagen (Bp)
Schuwimmwagen (Bp)
BMW + sidecar (Bp)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222

SdKfz 231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protze tractor
SdKfz 11 tractor
SdKfz 7 tractor
3,7cm Flak on SdKfz 7
Pak 35/3B
Pak 38
Pak 40

Pak 43/41
Pak 43 8.8 on cruc. trail
7 B2 Pak 36 (r)
10.5cm howitzer

15cm howitzer

17cm howitzer
8.8 Flak

7.5cm G3B mountain gun
/IB 7.5cm infantry gun

15cm infantry gun
Nebelwerfer
Karl tracked mortar (15p)

USSR

T34/76B

T34/76D
T34/85
KV1

KV2

SU85.
SU 100
T35

T28

JS II
JS III

ISU 152
T-26B
BA-10
8A-32
T-70

BA-64

GAZ-AAA
GAZ-60
JAG-12
GAZ-B7 (Bp)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT

M41 57mm AT

M44 100mm AT
M39 76.2mm
M37 122mm howitzer
152mm howitzer

203mm tracked hoitzer

SU 76
SU-37-1

Komsomlets

Staiinets
BT-7

Ros Micro-AFV's are all 9p except where marked.

UK
Tetrarch
Honey
Grant
Sherman M4A1
Firefly
Matilda

Valentine II

Valentine IXX
Archer

Bishop
Churchill III

Churchill
SBG Bridgelayer (lOp)

Churchill AVRE (lOp)
Churchill Crocodile (lOp)
Churchill Arc (lOp)
Ram Kangaroo
A9
A10
A13
Crusader 1
Crusader III

Cromwell
Comet
Challenger
Sherman Crab (lOp)
Sherman DO (lOp)
Marmon Herrington
Humber A/C
Daimler S/c
Daimler A/C
Universal Carrier
Sexton '
Wasp flame thrower
ACV Dorchester

ACV AEC

6 par
17 pdr
25 pdr
2 pdr
5.5 in howitzer
7 2 in howitzer

Quad

Bedford QL
Chevrolet 15 cwt
Chevrolet 3 ton
Scorpion Flail
USA

M3 Stuart
MS Stuart
M24 Chaffee

M18 Hellcat
M4A3 Sherman
M4A3E2
M4A3E8

M4A1 dozer

M10
M36

M2B Pershing
M7B1 Priest

M12 155mm

M3 Vj-track

T19 105mm

M3 75mm GMC
Jeep (Bp)
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound M8
Studebaker 2'/? ton
3in AT gun
75mm Pack howitzer

105mm howitzer
155mm Long Tom
M16SPAA

Weasel

M4 H.S. tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
Italian
M13 /40
CV LB/40
Semovente 75
Semovente 47 /32
47/32 AT + crew
Rommel-Personality
Set including
Rommel Staff Officer
Dispatch riders and
Half-track (25p)
New Items

Scammel tractor
Churchill Carpet
Layer

Deacon
Me 109G (lOp)
FW 190D (lOp)
Fu 87B (15p)
Hs 129 (15p)
Me Bf 110 (15p)
Me 410 (15p)
Fw 189 (15p)
Gotha Glider (25p)

New Items
MODERN
M48A2

Ml 13 + Tow
Dragon (set of 3)
Fox + Cymbeline
Milan (set of 3)
F104G Starfighter {15p)
F4 Phantom (25p)
F111E (25p)

F14A Tomcat (25p)
Eagle F15 (25p)
Mirage IMC (15p)
Harrier (15p)
Buccaneer (25p)

WW2

Hanomag SdKfz/1 D-
late version

SdKfz 10
Flak vierling on Sd7
Opel Blitz with box t>ody
Kettenkrad (Bp)
Crusader AA Mkl
Crusader AA Mk2
Scammell Tank Transporter
Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
Bedford GL with office body
Sherman Calliope
Studebaker gasoline truck
DUKW
57mm AT gun on Kom
somlets
lSU-122
Gaz-AAA wi*h quad AA gun
Fiat G50 L.o ilOp)
Polikarpov 1-16(10d)
IL-2 Sturmovik Pe-2E (15p)
Yak-9 (lOp)
La-5 (lOp)
MiG-3 (lOp)
Spitfire IX (lOp)
Hurricane III (lOp)
Mosquito FB Vl(15p)
Typhoon IB (lOp)
Mustang P51D (lOp)
Thundertolt P47D (lOp)
Kittyhawk P40E (lOp)

HEROICS MODERN PERIOD
MICRO-TANKS

Soviet
T-70

T-62

T-56
T-55 dozer
T-55 mtne-clearer
T-10M
PT-76

BMP 7BPB

M551 Sheridan
Ml 13

Ml 63 Vulcan
Ml 14

Ml 09

M728 CEV
Commando

XR311

M41 Walker Bulldog
BTR-40P with swatter M42 Duster
BTR-BOPB M60A1 Dozer
BRDM-2 Ml 13-f Recoilless Rifle
BRDM-2 with sagger Jeep+ Recoilless Rifle

Ml 13+ Recoilless Rifle

Abbot

Saladin
Saracen

Fox

Ferret
Ferret 2/6
Scorpion
Scimitar
Striker

Rapier
Jaguar (I5p)
 Spartan

ASU-85
UAZ-469

M110 SP Howitzer
M548 Tracked Carrier

6M-21 rocket launcher Bell Iroquois
ZSU-23-4 Huey Col
ZSU-57-2 Skyhawk
D30 122mm gun Israeli Sf
152mm M-1955 how
M-55 100mm AT Swedish
Mil Mi-24 (hind) (15p) S-tank*
Sukhoi Su-7 (15p) 1kv91'
BTR-50
BMD Para APC UK
BM.14RL Chieftain

Huey Cob

UK

Chieftain

ra (15p)
Skyhawk (1 5p)
Israeli Sherman

German ^^^06
Leopard A1
Leopard A2 M730
Leopard A4 FV432+Fox
Marder FV432+mortar
Gepard
Jagdpanzer Rakete Modern Russian
Jagdpanzer Kanone Aircraft
S MiG17 (15

AMX-30 1 55 how

AMX-10

AMX-30 with Roland

AMX-10 with HOT

Jeep with Entac
AMX -13 + HOT

NEW

Soviet

M1974 122mm SP
ASU-57

GAZ-69+RR
SA-9 Gaskin
NATO

M106

M107
M730

FV432+FOX
FV432+mortar

Centurion

Centurion AVRE

FV 432

FV438 Swingfire

pz 12-3
Spz 11-2

French

AMX-30
AMX-13
AMX-13 + SS11
AML H-90

EBR-75

p)
MiG-19 {15p)
MiG-21 (15p)
MiG-23 (25p)
MiG-25 {25p)
Su-9 (25p)
Su-15 (25p)
Yak-28 (25p)
Mi-8 (25p)

NATO infantry 60p per pack of 50 NATO Heavy weapons 60p pack of 50 Warsaw Pact Inf
60p pack of 50 Warsaw Pact Hy. Inf weapons SOp pack of 50. Many other periods
available send SAE for full lists.

Heroics Modem Tanks are 9p aircraft and helicopter gunships are 15p.
Postage and Packing: UK 10% In £. Overseas airmail 40% in Eoverseasseamail 20% in £
Europe 15% in £.£1 =$1.75

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS.

HEROICS FIGURES 1/300th scale,
packs of SOInf, 20cav, 60p.

SECOND WORLD WAR
GRl German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
GR5 Afrika Korps
BR1 British Infantry
BR2 British Infantry Support Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops
BR4 8th Army
SRI Russian Infantry
SR2 Russian Infantry Support Weapons
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USR1 United States Infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support Weapons
German DPS 230 Assault glider 10p
British Horsa Glider 25p
Hamilcar Glider with Tetrarch tank 35p

MODERN PERIOD

Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pact Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pact Infantry Support Weapons.

See also our ad page 792

MAIL ORDER
Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alternatives. Every
endeavour will be made to fulfil first choices.

We accept ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD
Just send your card number

MORE NEW RELEASES
Chieftain Bridge-Layer
Honest John Missile on

launcher truck

Hawk AA missiles on M548
M577

Guideline AA missile
FROG-7 artillery missile
on launcher truck

WW2 PLANES
Ju88A(25p)
Do217E(25p)
Hell 1H(25p)
Ju52(45p)

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNINGTON ROAD. LONDON. SE1 UK
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16th Century Dark Ages
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Foot Figures
Cavalry
Catalogue

Dealers

731 So Uni'vcrsily Slvd, Denvor, Colorado 80209
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PO Box 175 ShrTO/sbury PA 17361

FIGURES OF outstanding QUALITY
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HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

>Ky| INTRODUCING >KVl , FH5 WafkTng^
T"^ FOREAIOSr

Scots Greys Charging at
Waterloo 1815
NCI Trooper, charging, leaning

FH4 Charging with head up
FH5 Walking

Highlanders at Waterloo 18

Available for the first time on a Direct fVlail basis only, FOREMOST MINIATURES are the new
connoisseur range for gamer and collector alike. Design and excitement as never before.

FOREMOST — in design, FOREMOST — in quality, FOREMOST — service.

All the listed figures are now available. S.A.E. brings you a list with further plans into
1977 and it also makes you a respected member of our mailing list.

Foot Figures 9p Cavalry Riders 9p' Horses 12p*
'when available.

Cross all cheques and Postal Orders and make payable to FOREMOST MINIATURES.
Add 10% on all orders below £5 for post and packing — all orders £5 and over post free.
Sole selling agents — HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.

Address all orders, etc, to:-
Hinchllffe Models Ltd., Dept FM, 21 Station Street, Meltham, Huddersfield.

forward
NCZTrooper, charging, leaning

back
NC3Trooper, falling wounded
NC4 Officer, charging
NCSTrooper, bareheaded,

charging
NC6 Trumpeter
NC7 Officer, firing pistol

Horses

FH1 Charging, stretched out
FH2 Charging, gathered In
FH3 Rearing up

15
— The famous stirrup charge

with the Greys
N15 Highlander, charging
NIB Highlander, charging,

holding onto stirrup
N17 Highlander, fal l ing

wounded
N18 Highland Officer, charging
N19 Highlander, casualty, on'

ground
N20 Highlander, charging, with

hat blowing off
N21 Highlander, lunging with

bayonet
NC8 Highland mounted officer

^ N4

a  Hard to believe

from the pictures ft
but we're still only

in the 25mm field. We're galloping
away at the moment and it's

notjust because of this i^j
t  months "Charging Scots
^  Greys at Waterloo" ^tissue or their'hangers ^

on'-the "Highlanders
at Waterloo". Send 3|gf

S.A.E. for lists, but give ^81
^  us a chance to catch up! Mi

with Blucher the campaigns of 1813.Throw the French
from Prussian soil. Your chance to create the Prussian National

Armies of 1813 and the Waterloo period, with a superb range of 25mm
collector/ wargame figures.

V
PNC13 Landwehr Trooper LH3

Prussian Napoleonic (PN)
PN 1 Line infantry, advancing
PN 2 Line infantry, charging
PN 3 N.C.O., with colours
PN 4 Line Infantry, Officer, charging
PN 5 Line Drummer

PN 6 Line Grenadier, attacking
PN 7 Line Grenadier, Officer, attacking
PN 8 Guard infantry, charging
PN 9 Guard infantry. Officer
PN11 Line Jaeger, standing, firing
PN14 Landwehr infantry, advancing
PN16 Landwehr Drummer

PN17 Landwehr Officer
PN18 Gunner, quenching sponge
PN19 Gunner, carrying round
PN20 Gunner, pulling on wheel spokes

PN21 Gunner, with portfire and linstock
PN22 Gunner, Officer

Prussian Napoleonic Cavalry (PNC)
PNC 1 Line Dragoon, at rest position, H2, H6
PNC 2Uhian, LH2, LH4, LH5
PNC SLine Dragoon, Officer, at rest, H2, H6
P

, LH4, LH6
PNC14Landwehr Officer LH3, LH4, LH6
25mm Prussian Equipment
25/AF Prussian 6pdr. gun
25/AG Prussian 12pdr. gun
25/AH Prussian 7pdr. Howitzer
25/AJ Prussian Napoleonic Limber

NC 4Line Dragroon, Trumpeter at rest, 25mm Prussian Personality Figure
H2, H6 PF7 Field Marshal — Prince Blucher

PNC SUhian Officer, LH2, LH4, LH5 New Releases
PNC SLine Cuirassier, charging, H4, H5 PN10 Reserve infantry Advancing
PNC 7Uhlan Trumpeter, LH2, LH4, LH5 PN12 Reserve infantry Officer
PNC SLine Cuirassier, Officer, charging, PN13 Landwehr Charging

H4, H5 PN15 Landwehr Officer Charging
PNC SLine Cuirassier, Trumpeter. H4, H5 PN23 Horse Gunner with Round
PNCIOGuard Hussar Trooper LH3, LH4, PN24 Horse Gunner with Rammer

I-H6 PN25 Horse Gunner Manning Gun
PNC11 Guard Hussar Officer LH3, LH4, LH6 PN26 Horse Gunner wtih Portfire

THE HINCHLiFFE HANDBOOK — "HIGHLY RECOMMENDED"
Packed full of ideas, hints, painting instructions etc. — plus over 900 separate drawings and

photographs. £2.00 from your retailer or £2.20 direct.

We recommend HUMBROL
AUTHENTIC

MILITARY COLOURS for all our products



1/300MICRO-TANKS WWII
Italian
D11 M13/40 Tank Bp
D12 Sermovente 75/18 6p
D13 Autoblinda Armoured Car Bp

French
DPI Char 81 Tank Bp

British
DB1 Crusader Tank Bp
DB2 Matilda Tank Bp
DBS Valentine Tank Bp
DB4 Churchill Tank Bp
DB5 Cromwell Tank Bp
DB6 British A9 Tank Bp
DB7 Vickers Light Tank 6p
DB8 A13 Cruiser Tank Bp
DB9 A30 Challenger Bp
DB10 Crusader III AA Bp
DB20 Humber Armoured Car Bp
DB21 Stag Hound Armoured Car Bp
DB22 Daimler Armoured Car Bp
DB23 Harrington Armoured Car Bp
DB24 AEC Mk 1 Armoured Car Bp
DB25 Rolls Royce Armoured Car

(1930-41) Bp
DB30 Daimler Scout Car 6p
DB31 Bren Carrier 6p

DB32 White Scout Car Bp
DB33 Humber Staff Car 6p
DB34 Quad Truck 6p
DB35 Bedford QL 3-ton Truck Bp
OB36 Austin Bowser Bp
DB37 Scammell Pioneer Bp

DB38 Scammell Breakdown Crane Bp
OB39 Austin 3-ton Truck Bp
0B40 Austin 30-cwt Truck Bp

DB41 Morris 1 5-cwt Radio Truck Bp

DB42 Morris 1 5-cwt Bowser Bp
DB43 Scorpion Flail Bp
DB44 Centaur ARV 8p
DB45 Dorchester ACV (1941) Bp

DB46 AEC ACV (1944) Bp
DB50 25-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
DB51 25-pdr Gun (Limbered) Bp
0852 1 7-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
DB53 6-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
DB54 2-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
DB60 Bishop SP Gun Bp
DB61 Bofors Quad 6p
DB62 Archer 1 7-pdr SP Gun 8p
DB63 Priest SPG Bp
DB64 Buffalo L.V.T. Bp
DB65 CHURCHILL ARC 9p
DB66 CHURCHILL SBG 9p
DB67 CHURCHILL WITH FASCINE 9p

DB68 CHURCHILL CARPET
LAYER Bp

DB69 CHURCHILL WITH PETARD Bp
MORTAR

DB70 DD SHERMAN Bp
SHERMAN DOZER Bp
SHERMAN WITH CALLIOPE 8p
ROCKETS

DB74 ARMOURED BULLDOZER Bp
American
DB75 TWO SPARES FASCINES Bp
DAI Grant Tank Bp
DA2 Sherman Tank Bp
DA3 Stuart Tank Bp
DA4 Sherman Firefly Bp
DAB Pershing Bp
DA6 M24 Chaffee Light Tank Bp
DA10 MB Armoured Car Bp
DAI 1 M10 Tank Destroyer Bp
DAI 2 Ml 8 Tank Destroyer Bp
DAI 3 M36 Tank Destroyer 8p
DA20 M3 Vz-Tr'ack Bp
DA21 V4-ton Jeep 6p
DA22 DUKW Bp
DA23 Mack 6x6 Truck Bp
DA24 Chev 30-cwl Truck Bp
DA25 Chev LRDG Truck Bp
DA27 M4 Artillery Tractor Bp
DA30 105 mm Howitzer Bp
DA33 155 mm LONG TOM 8p

German
DGl PzKpfw.l Tank 6p
DG2 PzKpfw. I Tank 8p
DG3 PzKpfw III Tank 8p
0G4 PzKpfw IV Tank F1 8p
DG5 PzlVF2 8p
DG6 PzlVausH Bp
DG7 Tiger I Tank 8p
DGS Tiger II Tank Bp
DG9 Jagdtiger Bp
DGIO Panther Tank Bp
DG11 Jagdpanther Bp
DG12 Stug.Ill Assault Gun Bp
DG13 Elefant Bp
DGl4 PzKpfw 4.7 cm.Pak{tl Bp
DGl 5 PzKpfw 38(t) Bp
DG16 Sturmtiger Bp
DG17 Nashorn 88 mm SP Gun Bp
DG18 Jagdpanzer IV Bp
DG19 Marder III Bp
DG20 Jagdpanzer Hetzer Bp
DG21 Sturmpanzer IV Bp
DG22 Marder III Pak

76.2 mm (R) Bp
DG23 PzFH Wespe 105mm SP GunBp
nG?4 Hummel
DG25 Maus 9p
DG30 Sd.Kfz 222 Armoured Car Bp
DG31 Sdkfz 232

Armoured Car Bp
DG32 Sd.Kfz 234/2 (Puma) Bp
DG33 Sd Kfz 233 Armoured

Car 7.5 L24 Bp
DG34 Sd Kfz 234/4 Armoured

Car 7.5 Pak 40 Bp
DG40 Sd.Kfz. 250 Bp
DG41 Sd.Kfz. 250/8

7.5 cm L/24 Bp
DG42 Sd.Kfz. 250/9

Armoured Car Bp
0G43 Sd Kfz, 250/4 80 mm

Self-Propelled Mortar Bp
DG46 Sd.Kfz 251 '/z-Track Bp
DG47 Sd.Kfz 251/7

Engineer's Vehicle Bp
DG48 Sd.Kfz. 251/9

75mm L24 Bp
DG49 Sd.Kfz. 251/16

Flame Thrower Bp
DG50 Sd.Kfz 251/17

AA 20 mm Bp
DG51 Sdkfz 251 Rocket Launcher Bp
DG56 Sd Kfz 7 |88 Tractor) Bp
DG57 Sd.Kfz 7 (Open top) Bp
DG58 Opel Blitz 3-ton Truck Bp
DG59 Daimler Benz 3000L

Truck Bp
DG60 Opel Maultier Vj-Track Bp
DG61 Daimler Benz Bowser Bp
DG62 Kubelwagen 6p
DG63 Steyr 1 500 Field Car 8p
DG64 Kettenkrad 6p
DG65 SiG33/150 mm SPG

38 (t) Bp
DG66 37 mm AA SPG Bp
DG67 Saurer Heavy Truck Bp
DG68 SWS 40 Vj-Track Bp
DG69 Mercedes Staff Car Bp
DG70 M/C Combination Bp
DG71 Opel Radio Truck Bp
DG72 Raupenschlepper Ost Bp
DG80 5.0 cm Pak 38 (Firing) Bp
DG81 "7.5 cm Pak 40 (Firing) Bp
DG82 8.8 cm Flak (Firing) Bp
DG83 8.8 cm Flak (Limbered) Bp
DG84 8-8 cm Pak 43 (Firing) Bp
DG85 105 mm Field Gun Bp
DG86 Nebelwerfer Bp
DG87 Ostwind AA SPG 8p
DG88 7,5 cm Infantry Gun Bp
DG89 15 cm Infantry Howitzer 8p
DG90 170cm GUN FIRING Bp
DG91 170cm GUN LIMBERED Bp
DG100 Sd 7 RECOVERY CRANE Bp

Russian
DRl KVl Tank Bp
DR2 T34/76 Tank Bp
DR3 T34/85 Tank Bp
DR4 KV2 Tank Bp
DR5 BT 7 Tank Bp
DR6 JS II Tank Bp
DR7 Stalin Tank Bp
DR8 KV/ 85 Tank Bp
DR9 BA-IOM Armoured Car Bp
DRIO Gaz 69 Armoured Car Bp
DRll T70 Light Tank Bp
DR12 T26 Light Tank Bp
DR15 SU 76 Assault Gun Bp
0R16 SU 85 Assault Gun Bp
DRl 7 SU 100 Bp
DR18 SU 122 Assault Gun Bp
DR19 JS 152 Assault Gun Bp
DR30 Gaz 4 X 6 Truck Bp
DR31 Gaz4x4Truck Bp

,  DR32 Gaz Jeep Bp
DR33 Gaz 64 Track Truck Bp
DR35 JAG BOWSER Bp
DR34 JAG 12 HEAVY LORRY Bp
DR40 M39 Anti-Tank Gun Bp
DR41 203 mm Tracked Howitzer Bp
DR42 Katyuska Rocket Launcher Bp

New 1/300 MICRO

THIS MONTH
DMB53 Cymberline Mortar Locator Unit

Bp
DMB60 Towed Rarden Cannon 8p
DMB70 V-2 Missile Hovercraft 15p
DMAS? Lance Surface to Surface Tactical

MissileonTracked Launcher Bp
DMA41 M-561 Gama Goat ton Truck

Bp
DMA42 M36 2-j tonTruck (6 X 6) Bp

STRATEGY & TACTICS

GAMES

POST FREE ORDER BY

PHONE USING

BARCLAYCARD OR

ACCESS

NOTTINGHAM 43457

PANZERFAUST/CAMPAIGN El.OO

(Yearly sub. £6.00)
JAGPANTHER £2.50

(inc. Game in each magazine)
BOTHTHEABOVE CONTAIN GAME

VARIANTS, NEWS AND USEFULGAME

5£yiEWS AND comment.
GRAND COMMAND VOLUME £16.50

(9 Games in Pack)

XMAS BARGAIN PACKS

Still available see current

advertisements in AIRFIX MAGAZINE or
last months Military Modelling. Don't

miss out these are good value.

DAVCO 1/3000th

SHIPS

14 new models this month. Weil detailed

models each packed with information on
speed, armour armament etc. There are
now 190 models available In the WW1 &

WW2 ranges and many more to come.

ALLPACKS25p
(Items marked* 2 models per pack)

No. in Type
Class

U.S.A.

Iowa 5 Battleship
South Dakota 4 Battleship
Washington 2 Battleship new
West Virginia (1944)3 Battleship new
Tennessee (1943) 2 Battleship
Essex

Independence
Baltimore

Northampton
Cleveland New

Atlanta

Livermore*

Fletcher*

Gearing*
Sumner*

Gato* New

JAPAN

Vamato

Kongo
186(1941)
Fusco

Nagato
Akagt
Kaga
lse(1943)

26 Fleet Carrier

9 Lt. Fleet Carrier

30 Heavy Cruiser
6 Heavy Cruiser new
34 Light Cruiser new
16 Light Cruiser
100 Destroyer
186 Destroyer
100 Destroyer
70 Destroyer

294 Submarine new

4 Battleship
4 Battleship
2 Battleshio

2 Battleship new
2Battleship new
1  FleetCarriernew

1  FleetCarriernew

2 Battleship/
Carrier new

2 Fleet Carrier

4 Heavy Cruiser
4 Heavy Cruiser
2 Heavy Cruiser new
2 Light Cruiser new
3 Light Cruiser
20 Destroyer
18 Destroyer
16 Destroyer
5 Submarine new

STOP PRESS 1/300th

Medium Girder Bridge

AUTUMN LISTS GIVING NEW PRICES NOW AVAILABLE s.a.e. PLEASE

AGENT FOR U S.A.
Bill Dean Books Ltd.. 16641 Powells Cove Boulevard.

Whitestone. New York 11357
Tel: 212 767-6632

POSTAGE AND PACKING
UK AFPO AND BFPO. 10% up to f5, over £5 Free

Overseas. 60% up to £7, 30% over £7
75% Garrison

BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS

We accept your card numbers by letter or phone in your
order to Nottingham 43457

SKYTREX Ltd
28 CHURCH STREET,

WYMESWORLD,

LEICESTERSHIRE

PUBLICATIONS
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars

by Phil Barker (W R G 1
Ancient Wargames Guide (Airfix)
Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath (W R.G.)
How to Win Wargames (Mike Philpott
& Bob Thompson)

Armies & Enemies of Ancient Egypt & Assyria
(W R.G )

Armies & Enemies of Imperial Rome (W R.G.)
Renaissance Armies 1480-1650 (hard-back)

The Napoleonic Wargame. G.W. Jeffery
Armies & Enemies of Ancient China
(W R G.)

Armour camouflage & markings (hardback)
Panzer Colours (hardback)

Russian Tanks 1900-1970 (hardback)
GermanTanksofWW2 (hardback)
NEWTank Battles Western Front (hardback)

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE:
1. Western desert (hardback)
2. Russian campaign (hardback)

WARGAMES RULES

LAND BATTLES

3000BC to 1250AD (W R.G I
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset)
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham)
Napoleonic (L W.S )
Napoleonic Rules for 1/300 scale
G.W. Jeffery

American Civil War

(Confederate High Command)
W W I Land Rules (Skytrex)
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W R.G )
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces WW II

(Skytrex)
Leicester f^icro-Warfare W.W II
1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W R.G )
W W.ll Rules-basic (Mile Philpott &
Bob Thompson)

20th Century Skirmish Rules
(Paragon)

Renaissance Rules (WRG)

SymwarWWII Rules
Symwar Maps (10 types available! 50

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval Warfare (L W.S.)
Napoleonic (Navwar) 2n edition
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar)
World War I Naval (Skytrex)
World War II Naval (Leicester)
Galactic Warfare Rules
Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar)
Aerial Warfare Rules (Leicester)



IF WE HAVE'NT GOT IT- WE GET IT FOR YOU!

for Collectors,Wargamers.Modelfflakers & Hobbyists of all ages

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD

Figures • Models• Kits■ Conversions Tools • Materials■ Books• Prints• etc

A SPECIAL SERVICE FOR ALL MILITARIA ENTHUSIASTS.

WE STOCK HINCHLIFFE - MINIFIGS- AIRFIX - PHOENIX-
HISTOREX- GHQ MICRO-ARMOUR - HASEGAWA -
GREENWOOD & BALL - TAMIYA - FUJIMI KITS - OLD

I8B THE PANTILES GUARD - STADDEN, LAMB,LASSET, SANDERSON &
TUNBRIDGE WELLS OTHER FIGURES
KENT ENGLAND HUMBROL - MICRO-MOLD - TITAN - PLASTICARD -

T, WELLS(0892) 37624 BADGER - WARGAMES & RULES - X-ACTO TOOLS -PRINTS - REF.BOOKS BY OSPREY, BLANDFORD, FUNCKEN
(THROUGH BUTLER'S JEWELLERY SHOP- & OTHERS. '
DOWN THE STAIRS-& YOU'RE IN THE CTI , . ,coMP GHQ BUNKER) STUDIO NOW OPERATIONAL; we design and

MAKE MASTER'MODELS FOR THE TRADE, ANY SCALE -
FIGURES - ANIMALS-ACCESSORIES - DIORAMAS-VIGNETTES-ANY

PERIOD OR NATION. COLLECTOR'S STANDARD PAINTING SERVICE.

MINIATURE WARFARE STUDIO OFFERS
A DESIGW/MODEL l-IAEING SERVICE SECOm) TO NOKE. IT IS A RELATIVELY HEW SET-UP BUT H
IS BACKED BY MORE THAN TWENTY-FIVE YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OP MODEL-MAKING AT
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL. IT IS DIRECTED BY FORMER FILM & THEATRE DESIGNER/mODEL MAKER.
AND MILJTARIA 'BUFF*, GEORGE ERIK. ( A voice from the back sajrs "Who the hell is
George Erik ? )

DESIGNED BY ERIK. He is the »bloke* currently seen around leading militaria
,  . , events, whoever the years made 'DESIGNED BY ERIK' a bye-word in the Film, Theatre, and Television world in both Britain and Europe dn-Hng the

post-^ar years. With the advent of commercial television he set up a studio in
Wimbledon and entered the Toys & Games field - designing and producing prototype
TOdels ^masters) for toolmaking for plastics production. On the early military side
he designed models for Herald Miniatures (later Britains), Johillco, Crescent Toys.
Lines Bros, Louis Marks (USA) etc. Later transferred his studio to Spain, where g
work for the leading manufacturers 'revolutionised' the production of plastic
militana. In 1968 he returned to England to take over as Director of Design, Develop
ment & Production with Subbuteo Sports Games Ltd,
In 1974 he founded Miniature Warfare Ltd, and in 1975 retired from Subbuteo to ggg-tn
concentrate on militaria modelling and offer a new studio service. Whilst most
manuf^turers have their own model-making facilities, he suggests that there are always

cannot cope and need extra help. Miniature Warfare Studio Services
CAN help you out of trouble i We are assured they also welcome private commissions.
HILIPARY MODELS AND ACCESSORIES DESIGNED BY 'ERIK' ARE DIFFERENT , AND ARE OF A HIGH
STANDARD COMPARABLE WITH THE BEST - JUDGE FOR YOURSELF WHEN YOU SEE THEM AROUND ' IF
YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS, WHY NOT GIVE 'ERIK' A RING AT TUNBRTDGE WET.Tf! (0892) T7624 ?
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How many wargnmers are there?

As many as there are model-railway collectors?

I would say that we outnumher them handsomely!
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IfJDIA UNDER FREE LANCES; A DIFFERENT PERIOD FOR THE VARGAMER

A. A. Harman

In view of the current interest in Colonial wargaming, the period towards the end of the 18th
century, when several Indian rulers, impressed hy the battlefield performance of European forces,
employed foreign mercenaries to raise and lead units modelled on those of their opponents, has been
sadly neglected; not least since it was in this theatre that the future Duke of Wellington, Arthur
Wellesley, began his illustrious career. We often read that he was a "Sepoy General", but apparently
prefer to refight his later victories. Yet, when years later, a friend asked what was 'the best
thing' he ever did in the way of fighting, the Duke simply replied; "Assaye." He also recalled that
it was "the bloodiest for the numbers that 1 ever saw ..." In this article 1 hope to show that this
period has much to offer the wargamer, and suggest how existing sets of Napoleonic rules may be
adapted to simulate these campaigns, but leaving the detailed mechanics to the individual's prefer
ences in such matters.

The first attractive feature of the Wars in India is the variety of units, weapons, uniforms,
races and tactics available to the wargamer choosing his forces for the struggle. There are regular
white troops, the King's regiments from England with which all Napoleonic buffs will be familiar.
Then there are the sepoy units of the Honourable East India Company, led by white officers, and
organised in a fashion not so dissimilar, save that there are no light companies:

"The sepoys must not be employed on these light troop duties; they are entirely unfit for them."
(Wellington).

Some Indian princes will have raised regular battalions on the British pattern, under white and
half-caste officers, such as De Boigne and Perron. These units will be able to defeat most irregular
native forces, even when heavily outnumbered, but will be outclassed by King's and EIC battalions.
The mercenary battalions were often organised on a different basis, for example De Boigne's 'Brigades',
in fact forces of all arms, numbering 8,000 men plus artillery pieces and transport.

Also there are forces such as those led by George Thomas, with a more relaxed system of discipline,
generally less reliable in battle, but on occasion capable of suicidal bravery and usually able to
defeat superior irregular native armies. The loss of a favourite commander, however, such as Hopkins
at Jehazgahr, may cause them to leave the field in panic or through solicitude for their fallen leader.

Finally there are the huge native armies, about whom little is known, but which appear to have
comprised vast numbers of cavalry of dubious quality, and varied weaponry; for wargames purposes these
could be regarded as an 'Ancient' force, including such weapons peculiar to India as elephants and
rockets.

Secondly the forces involved are, by the standards of the wargamer's beloved Waterloo, compara
tively small; at least if one disregards the hordes of irregular cavalry, which proved ineffective
against regular troops, whether European or mercenary. De Boigne's 'Brigades' frequently acted inde
pendently, and 8,000 men is a far easier proposition for the impecunious wargamer than the British
army at say Salamanca!

Since the "hard pounding" in these battles was borne by the regular and mercenary units, the war
gamer can conveniently ignore the masses of native cavalry, or represent them by markers, which, as
they will not play a particularly distinguished role in the field, should not distress him unduly!
Using 15mm or 6mm figures it should be possible to assemble quite powerful forces cheaply, and the
richer of us will be able to portray the vast hordes of native cavalry which hung on the flanks of
the main conflict.

Another useful feature of this period is that campaigns were short affairs, a single battle could
be decisive, and so the wargamer can conduct his little wars in less time than a Napoleonic campaign,
whilst achieving far more significant results in terms of the effects on the political situation. Then
there are many opportunities for the players to exercise their ingenuity in such delightful matters
as treachery, intrigue, bribery, kidnapping and extortion!

1 hope the above has spurred the reader to embark on this most entertaining form of warfare. Now
1 propose to offer some ideas for adapting Napoleonic rules to reflect the particular aspects of this
period.

In addition to the Tower musket, native troops were often armed with matchlocks - one could use
the rules for this weapon in rules designed for the Pike and Shot period, or simply use a lower norm
in the standard musketry table. For rockets the Congreve rocket provides an obvious basis for the
drafting of rules - the effect of these is mostly on morale.

Morale rules need to reflect the extremes of discipline and courage; the steadiness of regular
troops, whether in King's, EIC or mercenary forces, flawed in the latter only by factors such as
their devotion to a particular commander; the superstitious fear of the irregular native soldiers
which may cause them to leave the battlefield on the occurrence of some portent, or fight to the
death. Chance cards are probably the best method of simulating these factors.

The weather will obviously have a debilitating effect on white troops and also upon their leaders;
bearing in mind the drinking habits of the age certain officers may be either incapacitated, or
liable to drop dead of apoplexy at an awkward moment! The rainy season will prevent all movement,
except in the case of the most irregular forces.

Supply should not present too many problems; Thomas, for example, was able to cast his own
cannon in his state of Hariana. The money necessary to raise mercenary troops should be linked to



territory under the rulers control, thus hy conquering and holding lands the strength of one's
armies may he increased, reflecting the ability of the ruler to raise funds hy taxes, or hy open
threats. Each area on the campaign map should he allocated a wealth producing capacity in a year
which may not he exceeded. Looting of captured cities is a further source of revenue, or a desper
ate mercenary may turn to banditry, as did Thomas, to meet his troops demands for pay. A success
ful mercenary commander may offer his services to the highest bidder when not required hy his usual
employer.

Personality factors are needed down to battalion level. Mercenary and native generals should
he given loyalty and treachery ratings, as should their employers.

Chance cards can he used to simulate the extremely fluid political situation, in which alli
ances are made and broken, mercenaries suddenly fall from favour and he dismissed, or lead rebell
ions against their royal employers, troops mutiny for lack of money to pay them et cetera. The
wargamer is thus in the position of a general serving a fickle and possibly untrustworthy ruler,
whilst himself conspiring the letter's downfall in favour of a more lucrative proposition!

One could obviously set up a campaign based upon the actual situation in India in, say, 1799
involving all these elements. A gamer with a Napoleonic army could employ it to represent the
British and Mercenary forces, and perhaps add the threat of a French invasion to give an extra
factor, as well as providing an opportunity to use French units from a Napoleonic collection. Alter
natively, and this is what I personally propose to do, the wargamer can set up his own fictitious
state, create its rulers and armies, designing their uniforms if he wishes, limited only by his own
imagination. It would be relatively simple for several gamers, each contributing a small force, to
organise such a campaign, using their existing figures from any nation provided only that their
uniforms enabled them to be distinguished by the players, if not the generals in the heat and smoke
of battle - a common hazard when so many troops wore very little in the way of uniform.

If this article has inspired any of its readers to venture away from their Waterloos and
Salamancas for a while then I believe they will be pleasantly surprised by the opportunities avail
able. I would welcome any comments or suggestions for rules for this period - if this does not
attract you then there are always the campaigns against the Ghoorkas, in Kandy (Ceylon), or Burma
to choose from!

SOURCES; Swords for Hire: European mercenaries in eighteenth century India - Shelford Bidwell (1971)
The Rajah from Tipperary: A Life of George Thomas - Maurice Hennessy (l97l).
Wellington in India - Jac Weller (1972).

(Further titles for study may be found in the first two works).

LONGBOW OR CROSSBOW

Stuart Asquith

I was prompted to write in answer to the questions
posed by Graham Evans in October's Newsletter. To tackle
his first question, "Which is better at piercing armour, ^ \
the crossbow or the longbow?" If I may quote from Terry \
Wise's excellent book "Medieval Warfare", crossbows were V
used to prove plate armour at fairly close range and it
would seem therefore that they were not capable of penetra-
ting that armour. The greatest asset it would appear is
that the crossbow bolt had a 'stunning' effect, although j
as Terry points out, when the bolts found a chink in plate J
armour or they were used against mail at close range, they \ /
could severely maim. J ^

The longbow used two types of arrows, light weight j
flight arrows and heavy sheaf ones, the latter for armour
piercing at close range. The sheaf arrows were designed
to punch through armour, and were steel with a very sharp
point to concentrate the force of the blow. Chainmail was
no defence against sheaf arrows, which could, if they got a hit at close range, penetrate plate
armour. Basically however arrows lacked the stunning effect of crossbow bolts, and due to the tra
jectory of the arrow in flight, they were mainly ineffective against knights in plate armour.

In summary then, I am of the opinion that the better weapon against plate armour is the cross
bow, with it's stunning effect an additional bonus, after all a forcibly dismounted knight was some
what helpless until the arrival of a trusty valet to help the warrior to his feet once more. In the
case of chainmail, I would stick ray neck out and say that the crossbow and the longbow were equally
effective.

To move on to Graham's second question, "Is there any other reason why a crossbow should be used
in preference to the longbow?" I think there are several reasons. To train a crossbowman was a re
latively simple process whereas longbowmen were trained from boyhood and needed constant practice to
retain their high standards. This point was well brought out in Don Featherstone's "Bowmen of
England". The crossbow, with it's heavier missile, greater force and longer range (350 yards to the
longbow's 220 yards) was I feel, the superior weapon.



BOARD WARGAMES

Don Bayley (of South Africa)

It has often been said, particularly by non-wargamers, that the board wargame stands a greater
chance of long-term survival than does the conventional figure wargame. The reason given is that a
board wargame is easier to set up, requires less knowledge to play than a figure wargame, and above
ail entails nothing like painting up figures or writing rules, that which in itself makes wargaming
the fascinating bobby it is. & &

It is this "handed on a plate" aspect in which the board wargame is inferior. However, the fact
that so many are totally absorbed by board games (otherwise firms like Avalon Hill would not make a
profit; means that they do deserve some mention in the Newsletter, perhaps from a somewhat critical
angle, and this 1 hope to provide.

I shall begin with one of the so-called "elementary" Avalon Hill games; AFRIKA KORPS. This game
contains an elongated maphoard, which is quite narrow; one would think that this would give an inter
esting game. However, the almost total lack of terrain in most places means that the game becomes
extremely stylised and ends up as a very inferior, slow and pointless game of chess. Here is a con-
venient point to say that 1 disagree with those who regard chess as a hoard wargame; chess is so
stylised and geometrically regulated that only by a madman's stretch of the imagination can the moves
of the pieces he seen to represent war. True, the game involves some strategy, hut it is more an
intellectual geometrical position-gaining game.

Perhaps 1 had better explain to those who do not know the basic mechanics of a hoard wargame. A
hoard game is played with counters, with little aesthetic appeal, which are marked with two or more
numbers. In the case of two-number counters, the first is the combat factor of the unit represented
by the counter, and the second the movement distance in hexagons. Counters can be stacked to a certain
limit and the combat factors of all counters in the stack are added together. Here the problem arises
that one can never remember quite what one has in one's stacks, so one has tc keep checking; this re
sults in the toppling of stacks and a great waste of time.

When two adjacent stacks come into combat contact (sometimes several stacks can attack an enemy
stack by occupying its surrounding hexes) the combat value of each stack is added up, the ration be
tween the value of one side's counters and the enemy value then being worked out. This ratio is then
applied to a chart, affected by a dice throw, and a combat result found. Results are usually worded
impersonally; examples are "defender eliminated", "attacker back two hexes" and so on.

1 know that Don Featherstone claims that ordinary wargames hear only a passing resemblance to
actual battle, but one's imagination is fired by the sight of masses of painted figures on a table-
top with realistic terrain. Many figures are reviewed favourably in such a way as "would look superb
en masse"; this is much of the enjoyment of a wargame. In board games there is none of this, and one
feels completely detached from the war that the game represents, feeling more like someone playing
snakes and ladders.

The "advanced" Avalon Hill game PANZER LEADER is better in that the board sections can be swapped
around to give a possible l6 different overall terrains. Nevertheless, local terrain remains the same
in each version. PANZER LEADER also has pictures on each counter of the vehicle-type that the counter
represents, and a knocked-out vehicle is represented by a vividly painted "burning" counter. But the
game is spoiled because each counter must he turned over after it has fired, and re-turned when loaded.
This takes more time than the actual "fighting" does, and gives, 1 have found, ample opportunity to
c n © & "t •

hoard wargame that 1 know is THIRD REICH, a game representing the entire European theatre
ol the Second World War. Stacking is limited to 2 counters per hex, and rules for sea transport re
deployment, shore bombardment, invasions, Russian winters, economies, resources, submarine warfare and
strategic bombing make the game far from boring. THIRD REICH is also fast-moving, and in the advanced
catepry. In general, 1 would recommend anyone thinking of going into board wargaming to avoid "simple"
or beginner's" games like the plague, since they are boring when played more than once and hence are
a waste of money. Anyway, advanced games are not really advanced from a convention wargamer's point of
view, though they might well appear to be to someone whose main diet is Monopoly.

A hoard game that does not rely on dice at all is the Avalon Hill KRIEGSPIEL. This can become
boring in that the board is small and only partially interchangeable, but the rules are quite complex
and there is no luck factor. Yet again this tends to over-stylise the game.

WATERLOO by Avalon Hill is reasonable enjoyable, but as 1 have played it only once, 1 cannot say
whether it would become boring with repetition. The board can be set up in only one position.

I have been surprised to see that a review of the Research Group DECLINE AND FALL Roman Empire
game has not appeared in the Newsletter. Perhaps this is because Research Group have for once not

^  incredible detail and historical accuracy. As far as many board gamesgo, DECLINE AND FALL is excellent, hut is nevertheless in the ultra-simple category. Perhaps Research
Group intended this simplicity to give a fun-game; while this would be true of an ordinary set of
rules, in a board wargame this tends to make the game very boring. In fact, 1 have managed to finish
only about A games of DECLINE AND FALL out of many 1 have attempted (with opponents).

One of the main problems about board wargames is a tendency by manufacturers to infuriate their
customers by over-terraining mapboards. 1 have found that tactical games, rather than grand strategi
cal ones such as THIRD REICH and AFRIKA KORPS are often cluttered up, and movement is either hampered

of'"one'^siL°'" along fixed routes of easy movement, always to the benefit (sometimes unfairly)
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18



IMPROVING AN IDEA

(Best read in conjunction with a previous article on the destruction of siege walls)

Christopher L. Scott

We all talk of improving our games, improving our facilities, of manufacturers improving their
figures, and of improving rules. But what do we mean? Definitions are many and varied, hut, for
me a rule must reflect an essential factor in the logical solving of military problems within a set
period; it must he founded in clear and defined thought; and ahove all it must he easy to operate so
that the game still runs smoothly and quickly.

When 'improving' I like to study the thought behind the rule and its practical application to
see if anything is either ill-conceived or inconsiderately applied. For example, I recently wrote
up rules for knocking down castle walls. They worked well and I used them for quite a while, hut I
was dissatisfied with the thought behind the division of target areas re towers, for I had ignored
the obvious fact that towers were higher than walls'. Also I found that operating the rules was
rather longwinded and needed detailed documentation if the walls came under fire from many different
guns.

So I sought a solution to the height problem and to the number of available target areas. This
came by allowing the top line of the target grid to only notate the tops of towers and not the walls.

Hence becomes

The curtain walls are thus in a 6 space grid and not a With adjustment to the algerbraic
formulae from:

a  x + A x+5 x + 6

b  2x + 5 2x + 7 2x + 8

c  3x + 7 3-v + 9 3x + 10

a  X + 2

b  2x+6 x+5 x + 6

c  2x + 6 2x + 7 2x + 8

I arrive at a more simple, less time-consuming and a move-game oriented rule. A real improve-

SOME IDEAS ON MORALE RULES by R.D.Prosser

1. Each unit should be given a "Merit Figure". Not only can such a figure be used to calculate
fire effect, say, but additions or deductions can be made to/from it. Thus you do not need to remem
ber whether a unit has routed or withdrawn previously, which saves time.

2. Morale should be based purely on casualties, with a few minor exceptions. Consider the follow
ing example - Unit A is in the open. Unit B is under cover. Under normal circumstances, A could be ex
pected to receive more casualties than B, thus breaking sooner. This could be said to be a definition
of Morale (how long it takes for a unit to break). Again this saves time since you do not need to look
at tables for unit under cover, supported, etc. (A unit that is supported should receive less casual
ties, because the supporting unit will inflict casualties upon the enemy, which will in turn fire less
effectively at the original unit).

3. Having a method whereby units ma>' be "rallied" at any time, to try and boost their morale. For
instance - Unit A (cavalry) is within charge-distance of Unit B (infantry). If Unit B is rallied, it
could (say) ignore a morale test in the future, thus effectively boosting its morale. Thus a threat
could be parried. The rallying test should not be one-sided, however, and it should be possible for a
unit to break. In fact, the rallying test ought to be a normal morale test with a few "goodies" throvm
in (e.g. +1 on the dice). The rallying test should be entirely voluntary, so that a player whi^ sees a
threat (possibly a long way off) may try and do something about it. 01 course, the test needs to be
finely balanced, so that it is tempting enough to be used but only when necessary. In this way, it is
possible for units to respond to a threat (something not found in present morale rules, so far as I know

4. Units which have a high "Merit Figure" and higli casualties may become "angry" and charge the
nearest enemy unit, (c.f. the cornered rat which suddenly turns into a ball of fury). I have had some
difficulty in implementing this idea, working along these lines - in a morale test, elite infantry
could have 4 dice, irregular cavalry 1 dice. Throw the dice to determine outcome of test as normal. If
all dice 5 or 6 (say), and unit has casualties, it will charge (with +1 or +2 on Merit Figure). Thus
elite units are more stable than others, infantry is more stable than cavalry.



NOVEMBER'S "PROBLEM OF THE MONTH" EXPLAINED

Paddy Griffith

(I hoped that my 'problem' might arouse some discussion - and I am not disappointed! Seemingly
1 haye been bothering without realising it! Don Featherstone.)

The wargaming world is - perhaps in its very essence - a world of controversy and heated argu
ment. The "Wargamer's Newsletter" has in the past carried many illuminating conflicts of ideas in
its pages, alongside the conflicts of miniature soldiers. Rarely, however, has there been such an
open invitation to controversy as that contained in the "Problem of the Month" for November. In
three apparently innocuous sentences it is suggested that wargamers should not bother much about

THI™IS°UTTEr''nONSENSE that they will not then suffer any loss "either in realism or enjoyment."
Let us analyse the proposition step-by-step. First of all, what is meant by "bothering about"

these things? It is possible to enjoy a beef steak without bothering much about the animal it came

anyone

valry movelaster than infantry, and that cannon outrange muskets. If you have to stop and worry out such things
while the game is in progress, it is a sign that the man who wrote the rules got something wrong.

TAMn a- rather more precise meaning is implied by "bothering". Perhaps the idea is thatAS LONG AS cavalry goes a bit faster than infantry, and cannon outrange muskets more or less, then
all IS well. In other words, the details of ground and time scales don't matter, as long as the
broad outlines are right. Once again however, this really will not do. Any mathematician will tell
you that in any complex relationship (and wargames with more than one unit per side can be very com
plex indeed) it is not enough just to look at the individual margins of error (e.g. "the battalion in
line occupies 400 metres' front instead of 300 - that doesn't matter much!");- one must look at the
sum total of error after they have all been taken together in their overall relationship. Errors
multiply each other. With ten battalions in line on the above example, you will cover a kilometre
more than you should. If the range zone of one musket volley is 20^ too high, at the end of a hard
liattle you may have killed thousands more troops than youumeant to; all of which can seriously distort
a game. ■'

It can distort a game because of the loss of realism. It seems to me that realism is a very
important part of wargames. It is what makes them different from Chess or Monopoly. The wargamer
IS forever trying out his historical knowledge against his model battle. Initially, he is comparing
his visual Idea of a battle with what he sees before him on the table-top (why complain about beer
glasses on the table unless there is some effort to achieve realism?) Secondly, and to me more
important, the idea is to compare one's knowledge of tactics, battlefield behaviour, qualities of
leadership, and even historical phraseology, with what happens in the game. If a cavalry regiment
rides down three infantry battalions in succession without stopping to take breath, the wargamer does
not simply shrug and say "it must be all right - it's in the rules". Instead, he will start a heated
Qiscussion cit)out L© Marciicint a,"t SalGLinanca or Bock at- Barcia Hernandez.

Some wargamers have a higher level of tolerance than others. Some will accept the rules easily
("oh well, we're playing Stalingrad tomorrow, anyway"), while others will want a long and learned
debate on the spot, bringing in all sorts of tit-bits of historical knowledge and judgment. The
point is that ALL of them will have a sticking point somewhere. Chieftain tanks are simply NOT
acceptable in a Napoleonic wargame, although no doubt as an abstract tactical exercise it might be
fascinating to see what happened. One should certainly try to "tailor the rules to one's own person
ality , but this very fact means that you will have to think long and hard about just what level of
unrealistic buffoonery you are prepared to see before you scream. In other words, you have to
"bother" about time and distance.

Time and distance are the very basis and framework of any set of rules, just as they are the
first thing you ask about a weapon. "What is its range and rate of fire?" is a vital consideration
especially when taken beside the question of how long it takes the enemy to cover the beaten zone.
Most Napoleonic wargamers use the utterly unrealistic "15 seconds per shot" for musketry, and so end
up with three times as many casualties as they should - which of course was precisely the difference
between the musket of the American Civil War and the musket of Waterloo. By 1863 the infantry could
fire just fast enough to repel attacks by firepower. In 1815 they could not.

The final objection to "not bothering about time and distance" is that it destroys the enjoyment
of the game. We have already seen that a considerable part of the enjoyment is precisely the realism
which can be achieved, and the background knowledge which goes into it. But of course there are
other aspects to the enjoyment to be had. Playability and competitiveness are obvious examples. War-
games must flow smoothly and fast. If rules are too complex this will not happen, as players drown
under a tidal wave of pettifogging regulations and advanced mathematics. The multiplication of such
irritants, however, is usually .the result of retrospective corrections to a simple set of rules.
These corrections are usually necessary because the simple basis has been found to be "unrealistic"
in some aspect. An unrealistic basic framework therefore leads to the agony of uselessly multiplied
liomework and, often, a total disgust with all wargaming. The other answer, therefore, is to have an
accurate, satisfactory, and simple basic framework - 1 might almost say "philosophy" - before you
start. You will not then mind keeping it simple, because it will work. The time and distance scales
are thus at the very core of the pleasure of the game, since with them established, there is very
little more which needs to be decided. Most sets of Napoleonic rules include some horrible things in
their basic frameworks, and therefore lead to over-complex games in the attempt to compensate.

Some people just like a game for a game's sake. "Wouldn't it be fun to line up model soldiers
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26



BE TOPICAL! FIGHT THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

This War has never heen popular In this country since
1778. It is understandable-we lost it and most of our
history hooks retail one long string of defeats from
Lexington through Saratoga down to Yorktown; giving an
impression of an 18th century Vietnam with British lines My i
and columns being shot to pieces by deadly marksmen lurking
rather unfairly behind trees.

However, the Bicentenial of 1776 having arrived what OK |\
better way of taking the plunge than buying the Avalon Hill I
game 1776. This is an excellent boardgame with a very well ^
designed map-board done in 2 parts; allowing a Northern, H Va
Southern complete campaign to be fought. The rules come V
in modules and can be absorbed gradually and give a good
and very realistic game. The board could, 1 believe with
only a moderate extension be used for a Civil War game and
will certainly increase ones knowledge of American geography
- how many of our readers can accurately place the town of
Washington, I wonder.

The spin-offs of 1776, as so often in wargaming were well worthwhile. On the military side, I
read Cnrnwallis by F. & M. Wickwire and Proceed Sgt.Lamb by Robert Graves; these books increased my,
admiration for Cornwallis and his army. Cornwallis was in much the same position as Soult and Massina
in the Peninsular and certainly deserves to be remembered for more than Yorktown. His battles trans
late well to the wargames table. Camden and Guildford Court House; at a scale of 1 figure : 20 men
170 figures per side, with regiments of 15-30 figures - almost ideal.

For a typical battle, 1 cannot do better than refer readers to our editor's book "Battles for
Wargamers"; here the battle of Guildford Court House is laid out beautifully. All you need are some
rules which allow the British to survive three lines of American musketry and still get in with the
bayonet. Indeed, they could have done with an early morning mist. The battles that Cornwallis lost -
Cowpens and Kings Mountain were mainly due to the rashness of his subordinates. Again from the war-
gaming angle Kings Mountain provides a colourfulBritish commander, Ferguson of the famous rifle and
the opposition of Mountain men, who appear to be the ancestors of the defenders of the Alamo - truly,
very special light troops.

For the naval side of the war, 1 recommend "The War for America 1775-1783" by Piers Macksey.
Macksey states, as a general rule for the 18th century, when the British were in superior numbers,
they often beat the French, when not. they drew. Rodney, of the Battle of the Si^inLsand Graves (in
cidentally, related to Robert Graves) at Chesapeake Bay confirm this dictum.

The British had more ships that had been coppered but this seemed more of a strategic than a
tactical advantage. I have a French authority who states that the British, at the Battle of the Saints
made an advance in gunnery, but if so it was not at all in evidence at Chesapeake. This latter, so
very decisive battle to the history of America cries out for experiment on the wargames table.

Macksey states that Graves was beaten largely because of signalling confusion and poor support
from his subordinate Admirals. De Grasse did well: my French author was disgusted that the French
navy had never named a ship after him until 1957 - an AA Cruiser in fact.

Was it all the best organised and most successful evasion in history or should we have joined
them? Try it on the board of 1776 or on the wargame table, it makes a change from Napoleonics or
Ancient and Ancient wargamers will understand best, those Yanks never, no never, throw "Uncontrollable
Advance."

A REVIEW

Bill Thurbon

GUNPOWDER AND GALLEYS: Changing technology and Mediterranean warfare at sea in the Sixteenth
Century. J.F.Guilmartin Jnr. (Cambridge University Press, 197A. £8.50p).

I am not sure whether reviewed or 1 have mentioned it before. I had asked my usually impeccable
Library to reserve it for me early last year, but only found it a week or so on the shelves; I suspect
the hand of Her Majesty's Post Office! At any rate, here is a review of the book.

This is a very full and careful study of Galley warfare in the Mediterranean in the l6th century,
covering not only the actual warfare, its strategy and tactics, but also the technological and
economic background, and the effect of changing technology on sea power. Guilmartin's main, and well
argued thesis is that contrary to the usual theory of Western Naval Historians,i';n the Galley was
out-classed by the broadside sailing ship from the outset of the development of the latter, the galley
continued for most of the l6th century with the sailing ship as a constituent part of two systems of
warfare. It was not until the end of the l6th century that the sailing ship gained supremacy in the
Mediterranean, and even then the galley had a part to play as a coast defence vessel for much longer.

Guilmartin thinks that, so far as the Mediterranean is concerned Western historians have been
misled by Mahan's doctrine of command of the sea, and that command of the sea was never (in the Mahan
sense) secured by any of the rival powers during the l6th century.



Galley warfare was very much a matter of amphihious operations, and seaside fortresses played a
hig part in these. Galley warfare originally was a matter of hoarding; it was the development of
artillery that gave the galley the power of artillery mounted in the hows. But technological and
economic causes limited the amount of artillery or gunpowder small arms a galley could carry, and it
was only in the last part of the l6th century, when the English invention of the cast iron cannon
made artillery relatively cheaper that the broadside ship could carry enough guns to heat the galley.
The tideless Mediterranean sea suited galley warfare, galleys could heach themselves on sandy shores,
and a weaker fleet, provided it could heach Itself stern first and form a crescent, guns pointing sea
ward, could hold off a superior fleet until the latter had to retire owing to shortage of stores.

The most serious result of the loss of a major battle was not that of the galleys, hut that of
trained sea officers and marines. After Djerha Spain suffered a period of decline until she could
replace the sea officers lost there, and though the Turks could put a large fleet at sea the year
after Lepanto they never fully recovered from the officer and marine losses they suffered in the
battle.

Guilmartin deals fully with galley tactics, the danger a hiockading fleet could suffer if it had
to abandon the blockade as after Doria withdrew from Prevesa; design, armaments, small arms, stores,
the development of artillery and the strong and weak points of the galley. He gives much information
about both large and small engagements.

He brings out the difficulty the Turks had in replacing their highly effective archers. Origin
ally a nomad who lived in the saddle and practised archery daily the supply from this source was
drying up in the l6th century, and it became increasingly harder to replace losses. Guilmartin brings
out the power and skill of the Turkish archer, and the training he needed; wargamers will also find
it interesting to read how long it took to train the bowyers and fletehers, and the time it took to
make the Turkihs composite recurved bow (it is not realised that it sometimes took a year for the glue
used on those composite bows to harden). He has much to say about the missile weapons, Turkish bow,
crossbow, arquebus and musket, and shows how the Spanish in particular found it easier to train
musketeers to crew their ships. He brings out how the increase in size of galleys was non-productive
in the end. The larger the galley, the more rowers were needed, and the more men, the less space for
stores, and the shorter the range of the galley. There are interesting tables of the cost of stores
at various times, especially that of biscuit, which he compares to a modern warship's fuel oil.

Though expensive this is a most comprehensive book. The naval wargamer looking for a fresh field
(or shall I say sea) will find here everything he needs to play campaigns and battles in such a fairly
new field. Someone is going to have a fascinating task in drawing up rules for wargaming in the
period and area, and Guilmartin has given him the complete text book for this.

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH;

1. What was the "Government Tartan"?
2. What was the date of the New Orleans Expedition?
3. Whose regimental nicknames are - a) The Light Bobs b) Moonrakers c) Piccadilly Butchers

^ \ tnu ̂  on „ ̂ _\ y, Td) The Slashers e) Ally Slopers Cavalry
Date of Battle of Culloden.
What has the badges of the Buffs; the Northumberland Fusiliers; the Royal Fuisiliers and the
Durham Light Infantry got in common? '

ANSWERS ON PAGE 25

lOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE

Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order
to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these pub
lications can also be purchased at the Tradition shop in London (but without
personal inscriptions and autograph).

WARGAMES - £3.00p

NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p

ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.25p

WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.'i5p

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.I 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £ii.35p

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.11 lk20-1783 - £3.75p

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-1859 - £4.90p

BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.45p

BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £4.00p

SOLO WARGAMES - £2.90p

WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p

SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p

POITIERS 1356 - £I.50p

AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET1 - £I.65p

MacDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3.35p

COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p

CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p

OLP'BRITISH-MODEL SOLDIERS 1895-I9I8 by L.Richards - £1.65p



ACC/kjH

10th November, 1976.

StratfieM Saye Estate

The Estate Office

Stratheld Saye

Reading RG7 2BT

tel Turgis Green (025 684) 602

chief agent C Scott FRIGS
commercial manager

Dear Sir,

You will probably know that Stratfield Saye House, home of the Dukes
of Wellington is open to the public between April and October. The
house is full of relics which belonged to the Iron Duke.

In 1977 we will be opening a major Wellington-based exhibition in a
converted stable block, where a series of items, which have never been
shown to the public, will be on display. We will also be opening
the coach house doors to reveal the first Duke's State Coach.

We hope to be able to arrange a series of special events, including
waxgaming for which we have large areas available both indoors and out
and would welcome the opportunity of discussing with your readers and
club secretaries how and when such events could be arranged. At the
moment we are planning an event on 18th Jime - Waterloo Day for which
we hope to stage a number of simultaneous Battles of Waterloo. The
Napoleonic Association will be here over that weekend to help with the
organisation.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours faithfully.

A.C.COPPIN

The Editor,
"Wargames Newsletter",
69 Hill Lane,
Southampton,
Hants. SOl 5AD.

This original letter speaks for itself
isers direct.

if your group are interested please contact the organ-

ooOoo

"Finally, I cannot be writing to you without taking the opportunity to have a little crack about
a few things in recent WGNs. Starting with your November Editorial I do agree with you on the clutter
on wargames tables. As one of the principal offenders in the past I am now mending ray ways and doing
my best to keep non_essential garbage off the table. Strangely enough, this is becoming easier with
15ram, as the tables are smaller and one can find room for a side table, or a spare chair for these
things. Having said that I had a wry smile when I read M.Allen's "Hint of the Month" which would in
volve littering the table with pin cushions for spears'. Surely, with each figure representing 20 or
30 or whatever depending on the rules there is no need for this. In a Skirmish-type game certainly,
with each figure representing one man, one needs to keep a record of things like this, but I am sure
that our Skirmishing friends would look with horror at these bits of wood, and other markers, lying
all over their carefully built-up scenery. Another pet hate of mine is this business of dropping
different colour rings over figures to show varying wounds, etc. If anything is calculated to destroy
the visual effect thisiBi:lt,with some unfortunate figures looking like psychedelic Michelin men! Like
you, any reports I had on the Barker/Millward incident were only hearsay - I was at Hull but enjoying
myself hugely as Umpire Pooh-Bah in the W.W.II contests. This went along with only minor hitches and
a generally good standard of behaviour. "Informed" opinion before the event was favouring a Russian
force as they had more tanks. The overall winner then proceeded to disprove this by using Germans to
win his semi-final and final, making proper use of his much better equipped infantry and his superior
communications network in particular. His German tanks also deserved to win on looks alOne, with



applied camouflage, call signs, and crew members observing from opened turret hatches
scale - I must copy. Imitation being slncerest form of flattery!

In 300th

lle-readlng your September Editorial, 1 am not so sure about getting excited over a war (or any
other) game If one Is actually competing. I would have thought that this would tend to cloud ones
thinking and bring about errors of judgement, and Heaven knows these are plenty enough when one Is
quite cool and collected. However, as you know 1 do like to play a relaxed game, and I seem to
manage to find opponents who do the same - and 1 Include Dave Mlllward, with whom I have played a
number of Championship games In the past.

On your October Editorial, you say you do not Intend to stir things up - you should you know,
this Is what Newspaper Editors are for! So keep on stirring - after all Its all good publicity, for
both WON and our Rules.

Back to November - Christopher Scott refers to jaded older wargamers - he should speak for him
self - 1 would have thought there are so many facets to "normal" wargamlng without going to the
lengths he suggests. 1 also have this suspicion that many of the people who dive Into Fantasy have
found that the normal wargame does not provide them with Instant Success and so go for something
where they can deploy Super weapons - preferably on people who do not yet know the rules properly!
As 1 have said before, wargames require Thought and Practise and Perseverance. 1 cannot see myself
going in for Fantasy for some time yet - 1 have only just learned to manage my Huns properly - 1
think!

1 have as usual gone on a bit. 1 will now get on with sorting out my Huns for the second
Championship game of this year with Malcolm Woolgar - I have promised him I will not smoke during
this game - hope the Huns will recognise they still have the same Commander!"

Bob O'Brien of the Wargames Research Group.

ooOoo

"Congratulations on the continuing standard of your magazine, which 1 believe Is still value for
money - despite the following 'criticisms' -

1. Could we please be Informed just what the various Illustrations In the magazine viz: cover
picture, editorial heading. Illustration In "Talking Wargamlng" etc., represent, as occasionally It
Is not obvious.

2. Several of your recent Battle Reports have omitted a scale with the map, a feature which Is
surely of great Importance. The two small figures on the map of Greenhlll Farm were a nice touch,
and add "colour" to the report - a la "Western Gunflght Rules".

1 do hope you will take these points as being of a constructive nature, and In no way do I wish
to detract from the rest of your magazine which Is of high quality."

Richard H.A.Loweth of Leicester.

ooOoo

"May 1 say how readable Wargamer's Newsletter still Is. As 1 continually tell you, 1 am no
wargamer but 1 read the Newsletter from cover-to-cover!! 1 found the Editorials In 175 and 176 very
entertaining and Instructive. I do agree with your views on the competitive spirit. All games 1
feel are for enjoyment primarily. When 1 was at University 1 thought I would like to take up squash.
Armed with a new racquet I sallied forth. After four games the word got round "Don't play with Peter
Lalng - he Is so bad he will ruin your game!!" So four games was my total!!! Hence my distaste of'
the competitive spirit, though 1 do believe one should play a game to win, but have the ability to
give and take and lose gracefully!!"

Peter Lalng of Hereford.

ooOoo

"With reference to the final paragraph of your Editorial In the November Issue. 1 could not
agree more!

Every convention that 1 have attended, with one exception, 1 have seen' violent arguments, games
manship and rule bending. Is It not time some of us "grew up"? 1 play wargames as a relaxation,
and after all. It Is only a hobby. Cannot some of our devotees of wargames realise this? Does It
occur to them what spectators must think of their behaviour? Don't they care? Frankly 1 do not
think they do. Personally, 1 play for enjoyment and not to win at any cost.

1 have mentioned in the above paragraph about one exception to the usual display at conventions
of petulance and bad manners, and that was the 1973 Leicester Convention. Whether this was due to
the fact that the same rules were used for two successive conventions or that the Leicester rules

are so clear In content that they cannot be mis-read 1 am not sure though In my opinion (for what
It Is worth) 1 consider the Leicester Rules accurate and fool proof.

Finally, 1 have said this before and 1 say It again; there should be a standard set of rules
for the Annual Convention, until this Is done we shall always have regrettable Incidents at conven
tions .

C. P. Burse of Chlppenham.



TALKING WARGAMING

hint of the month By R.H.A.Loweth

We at the Leicester Club have recently - about
6 months ago - taken to 15mm wargaming in most
periods, though primarily Napoleonics, and use the nfollowing method of mounting the small figures. 3^ ~

"Sasco" magnetic tape is used, with a large
tray (made from a flattened tin - steel or other
ferrous metal - can or sheet) as the main base
designed to hold a complete battalion or squadron
of cavalry. The various elements which form the battalion/regiment are
the tape in groups of company size if infantry or individually if caval
be placed on the metal trays, where the force of the magnetism will hoi
used,^giving cavalry figures a frontage of and infantry companies n
This s" tape gives what we at Leicester consider a realistic base size
of -g" X I" and of -j" x f" for infantry. Furthermore, If the box in whi
ones troops has magnetic tape glued to the "floor" it will retain in po
battalion or company size described above) with ease, thus obviating th
partments for each battalion/regiment. (l keep mine in old shortbread
infantry battalions - of 15mm scale - and five of which fit neatly into
abling me to carry an entire Napoleonic army in a container measuring 1

ooOoo

mounted (with Evo-sl.ic!;) on
ry, and the figures can then
d them in place. f" tape Is
depth of I". (See diagram),

for 15mm figures viz cavalry
ch one intends to transj)ort
sition any metal trays (of
e need to have separate corn-
tins which will hold 12
an army ammunition box, en-
1" X 7" X 51").

A word to John Miller of Walsall - troops in the Napoleonic wars would rarely have been engaiiod
in battle wearing greatcoats and oilskin shako covers because of the simple fact that most major en
gagements took place in fine weather - snow or rain would make muskets useless and render the infantiy
unable to effectively attack or defend themselves - the breaking of a square (British 1 believe) whicii
was caught in the rain by French lancers during a Peninsular (?) battle reveals this. Furthermore,
If the weather were so bad that greatcoats, red, green or otherwfse, and shako covers had to be worn
1 suspect that the Regfmental Colours would also be encased in oilskin to prevent their being ruined
by the weather. It is only in recent decades since the metallic percussion cap that the all-weather
all-season fighting man has appeared, most battles involving flintlocks being conducted in the period
May-July/August. '

Richard H.A.Loweth

ooOoo

Inexperienced combined operations led to numerous instances of Allied aircraft attacking their
own ground forces. On one such occasion in Sicily a U.S. tank column was attacked by a flight of
A3b s despite the tank crews lighting their yellow smoke bombs in a pre-arranged recognition sL^nal.
The smoke only seemed to cause the dive bombers to press their attacks until finally, in self-defence
the tanks turned their guns on the aircraft to hit one of their attackers from which the pilot tumbled
out in a chute. Wlien he landed nearby and learned he had been shot down by American tanks he yelled
in dismay Didn t you see our yellow recognition signal!" said the tank commander. "Oh, is that what
it was?" said the pilot. '

ooOoo

has Of war demand that a division of an army should avoid fighting alone a whole army whichhas already scored success.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

RULE OF THE MONTH:

A "charge-if-charged-move" c
smaller "attackers" bonus to the
charging unit, although they have
not attained the same momentum (o
qualify for the same bonus. This
cavalry commander, noting that he
that they do not commence their c
quarters of their charge-move dis
unit whilst they are covering thi
reaching their cavalry-target.

ooOoo

an be elaborated, giving a "charge" bonus to the c
counter—charging unit. This works by assuming tha
:  taken steps to prevent being caught flat-footed a
r degree of shock-effect) as the charging unit so
move can be used in another beneficial manner by
is about to be attacked deliberately holding his

ounter-forward-movement until the enemy have proce
tance. This enables infantry or artillery to fire
s distance so that they may be shattered morale—wi

liarging unit and a
t  the counter-

t the halt, have
that they do not
the defending
squadron back so
eded some three-

upon the charging
se even before

ooOoo

namo Truscott's infantry patrols entered the city of Messina, British Armoured Car Patrolcame in pom the west. No doubt anxious to beat Patton into Messina, Montgomery had landed a patrol
a few miles down the coast with the purpose of being there before him.

ooOoo



STUART ASQUITH'S ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

m

Cromwell's gunners fire and reload. A puff of cigar smoke adds a touch of reality to the shot

m

m

%

Cromwetl's cavalry ride into action — on Stuart

Asquith's table top.
An officer, with drummer and flag bearer, leads this squad of Royalists.

The Cavaliers' front line prepares to receive cavalry.



I HAVE BEEN TO

WEST POINT

Jav Facciolo (of,New York)

Recently I revisited West Point, the United States Military Academy which trains many American
armv officers I had not heen to West Point in some fifteen years and I was unprepared for the con
trasts the Point presents. We entered through an area of suburban homes, indistinguishable from aSsLS ImerlcL'communities. Obviously the homes of officers and instructors. /
brought us to the heart of the Academy. Here the buildings were massive featureless, lacking any
of the charm of the little suburban community. Clumped together, these behemoths faced out on •
athletic fields and the parade ground. Under a grey sky, a dismal sight to me. But all we had to
do was turn our backs and walk over towards the Hudson River, which West Point is located on, and
another Academy appeared. Here was a river of great beauty and a setting with a minimal clutter of
factories and apartment buildings.

military history, and West Point history. There were a number of military miniatures about, includ
ing a number of 90mm or so figures from U.S. history by Major Even S. Taylor. Helmuth Krauhs, a
Viennese craftsman, was represented by several beautiful figures of Napoleon's army, while there was
a large collection of 5^mm miniatures, again of the Grand Army, collected by Selden Chapin. I did
not recognise the manufacturer, though they seemed to be commercial models and might well have been

among otners. ± musi: aumi t uhcil my xdvuuixuc ...... 1 • •

a group in the U.S. army. Here Lee sits on his horse watching the remnants of Pickett s Division
retreating after their tragic charge. The officer closest to Lee had his hands towered and opened,
gesturing hopelessly, trying to explain. Lee looks into the distance, not interested in explanations,
only feeling the irrevocable moment of defeat.

1 found the ground floor less interesting, but it contained four areas with weapons, a map of
the Shenadoah valley, where so much fighting occurred during the Civil War, and exhibits on V.V.I,
W.W.ll even the Vietnam War. It was not until we were almost finished looking at the exhibits that
I realised that there were no women in the exhioits - well, not quite none. There were one or two
nurses. But a whole museum in which 50 per cent of the human race played no part. A whole area of
history where women played no part except as camp followers, nurses, producers, and victims. Perhaps
obvious. But it hit me witli renewed force. Part of the reason lay in the narrowness of focus.
Modern War had come to depend more and more on the productive capabilities of a nation's economy and
women in the United States have been crucial since at least the Civil War in stepping in and taking
up the Jobs of workers who became soldiers. Any true concern for the totality of modern war, includ
ing making whole populations targets for bombing, and not just for its murderous techniques would
have brought women into the picture. As it was, the situation was ironic because this is the first
year that women have been admitted as Cadets to the Academy.

There are other sights to see at the Point, including a number of monuments to such figures as
Pat I oh and MacArthur and Trophy Point with its artillery from many wars and links of the Great Chain
which was stretched across the Hudson at West Point during the Revolution as a barrier to British
shij)s. The Great Chain reminded me of how embedded West Point is in American history. The site of
foiLifications during the American Revolution (which the brilliant General Benedict Arnold tried to
betray to the British), it was the drill grounds for the American force that assaulted and seized the
British post at Stony Point with naked steel. This battle was a turning point for the American army
because it was one of the first successful uses of the bayonet by the Americans, vindicating Baron
von Steuben's training methods. Restoration is going on right now at Fort Putnam, an outlying work
started in 1778, which will eventually be open to the jiublic.

West Point is a place of many contrasts and now embroiled in a gigantic cheating controversy.
Though not a central American institution, the way Harvard is, it is well worth a visit by anyone in
terested in where America came from and is going. To anyone interested particularly in military
history West Point is fascinating. It is about an hour's drive from New York City. Mohawk Coach
Lines runs busses to West Point from the Port Authority in New York City. Call them for times and
rates.

BOARD WARGAMES (Continued from Page 9)

One of the greatest fears of many wargamers is that their clubs will deteriorate by going over
to board games. By this 1 do not intend any disregard of board games, but mean that if members of
a club take the easy way out and use board wargames instead of figures, which require many hours of
painting, once they have become tired of playing the same few board games several times over, they
might well give up the hobby altogether. And this, 1 think, is the crux of the matter.

Board wargamers will always be lukewarm wargamers.
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tion, can I see many con
version opportunities among tliem. However, as the Airfix Prei :" ''"lease says "Thousands of letters
reach Airfix each year requesting numerous subjects to he produced rii coi i; trr" + i on kit form." So
presumably; there are hosts of people making dioramas of German World War II airfields that up to
now have Ibeen staffed by phantom mechcinics& theliike.Deeply conscious of the great impetus that these
HO/OO scale Airfix figures gave to wargaming in the first place, one must be tolerant when they in
dulge themselves! This box of Luftwaffe Personnel, which complements two other figure sets already
in this category (the RAF and USAF Personnel) comprises 48 scale pieces in an assortment of action
poses. Officers and NCO's are represented, together with armourers, engine mechanics, refuellers,
bomber and fighter pilots. The box retails at 32p.

From our biggest advertiser to probably our smallest - PETER LAING. From him have com.e his
latest offerings - World War II infantry figures 1945, an initial set covering actions in Western
Europe which will be ideal for 1:1 wargaming. Se(^ Peter's advert for a full list of available
figures. In his covering letter Peter says - "I have been very reluctant to get embroiled with this
period for a variety of reasons. However a great friend of mine, John Mitchell, an artist and ex
perienced "domestic" wargamer has been pressuring me to introduce a modest line of World War II
figures for several months. My main objection was that I was reluctant to have to bring out a range
of tanks, guns, etc., to give the full cover needed. Coupled with this was the lack of buildings in
15mm which would be essential for the period. The first objection was demolished when John pointed
out that pure infantry action gave a most satisfactory game (he said hopefully that tanks, etc., could
follow!!) And the second objection was completely demolished when he produced the first two sheets
of wargaming buildings in 15mm. As you will see he has put a lot of thought into producing a quickly
assembled, yet realistic building. I was so pleased with the result that I bought a large chunk of
his stock for resale and 1 am now pressurising him to bring out more buildings, etc. I am still look
ing at my masters for the next introductions which should not be long in coming out." These two
sheets of buildings at l:x20 (22-ium = x foot) scaj.e are biacK-and-white printed on card anu consist of
an Elizabethan-type cottage and a farmhouse and barn at 36p each sheet. These model buildings are
designed exclusively for use with 15mm armies and for the wargamer who wishes to build up towns and
villages quickly as set pieces on a lay-out or as free standing units for table-top play. Although
not finished models in themselves, they provide a base for experimentation i.e. painting walls in
poster colour, texturing walls and roofs in plastic filler and adding beams and window frames in balsa
wood. In time, all periods of history will be covered including castles and other large constructions.
1 imagine that these buildings will look pleasant when made up and worked on but 1 am a little pessi
mistic about them when I consider the sad fate of the quite remarkable cardboard cut-out buildings of
La Haye Sainte and La Belle Alliance produced a couple of years ago by Ken Chapman, a qualified
architect who photographed and sketched the buildings on the spot at Waterloo. I hope I am wrong!
Other new items from Peter Laing are a couple of Mediaeval figures - a crouching Scottish spearman and
a mounted archer.

Taking me to task for unaccountably failing to even mention MINIATURE FIGURINES in last month's
"Must List", Works Manager Ron Miles told me, in seductive tones, that there was a box of review
figures on their way (which will be considered later in this feature when they have been received).
Then in came the usual monthly collection of review figures from HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED. These
two events add to the progressively accummulating admiration I have for the manner in which these two
firms relentlessly press on turning out amazing numbers of new figures in all scales. One cannot help
feeling that if British industry as a whole put their noses to the grindstone and, without petty labour
troubles, worked as hard as these two firms, then the country would not be in the mess it seems to be
in at the moment. I think we had better make Neville Dickinson Chairman of the Central Electricicy
Board and let Frank Hinchliffe run the Coal Board!

Anyway, returning to the HINCHLIFFE MODELS review figures. I always feel a bit guilty about first



lavishing praise on small relatively cheap wargames figures and coming last of all to the expensive
works-of-art turned out hy master designers such as Julian VBenassi and David Jarvis. So this month
I will reverse the order and talk first of Benassi's latest addition to his cavalry range - a 75mm
French Napoleonic Scout Lancer (Eclaireur) 2nd Regiment 1813. Of course, I am at a great disadvantage
when reviewing these figures because to he perfectly honest I have never seen any of them in all their
painted glory - I have to handle the individual metal parts, put them together so as to get some idea
of the finished appearance and then use my imagination. The exquisite detail and finish of this model
seemingly indicates that when assembled and painted b,y a true-blue collector, it will be a work-of-art.
Its price is £6.83p.

With memories of Ramsey, Mercer and other dashing British; artillery officers of the Peninsular and
Waterloo campaigns, I studied Dave Jarvis's 90mm model of a Troop Officer, British Royal Horse Artillery
Peninsular/Waterloo campaigns with considerable interest. The concept follows closely to an illustra
tion of a troop officer shown in the book "Military Dress of the Peninsular War 1808-181'fi" by Martin
Windrow and Gerry Embleton. The figure is standing with pelisse draped across the back and with a
helmet held in the crook of the right arm. This sturdy bearded figure is the very epitome of all that
one imagines such an officer to be and, handled by a collector with a flair for painting, it should
look superb.

And now the titillating news for which you have all been waiting - what have HINCHLIPFE made for

I get interested in the foes of the French of the Napoleonic period so that I begin with British and
French Peninsular armies of equal strength which I throw off-balance bybuilding a considerable sized
Austrian army (as a result of researching Napoleon's campaign in Italy which I will get around to war-
gaming one of these days). Then 1 find myself encouraging my son in the formation of a Russian Napol
eonic army - but 1 never seem to get around to increasing the strength of my Napoleonic battalions and
squadrons! However, back to the HINCHLIFFE Prussians - these dour and perhaps unimaginative fighters
certainly played a major part in the Napoleonic Wars and it says mucli for their resilience that, after
a series of reverses, under grand old Blucher, they were able to come back at Waterloo. This ran^e in
cludes a Reserve infantryman advancing in what to me is perhaps the best of all wargames position! -
standing-still men look silly when you want them to be going forward and characters in firing positions
look ridiculous in back areas. This Reserve infantryman is going forward well with his head held at
an interesting angle and his officer is one of those unique Gilder designs that are different - in this
case he is an aristocratic-looking gentleman who is lifting his hat from his head in an encouraging
manner, l^at he will do when he reaches the enemy 1 do not know although perhaps one can take a hint
irom the British army custom of making prisoners take their hats off before standing in front of the
Lomraanding Officer in case they are tempted to lean forward and hit him with their headgear! Then
comes a rather squat scurrying Landwehr charging forward in an enthusiastic manner which one might
possibly consider a little optimistic for this class of soldier! His officer is in a good position
with a pistol held at the ready (he is not going to be caught aefending himself with his hat) and the
other arm pointing forward in an encouraging manner. Finally, there are four horse gunners of a gun
crew sturdy men. in large shakos - one holding a round, another with a rammer, a third manning the
gun and the fourth with the portfire, nicely styled and a credit to any HINCHLIFFE gun which they will

The latest pair of AIRFIX 1:55 scale
model kits are the Dodge Weapons Carrier,
a World War 11 U.S. Army | ton light truck
with cargo trailer (portrayed herewith)
and the Dodge Personnel Carrier. Both
look very good and should be most valuable
to the Individual Skirmish wargamer who is
seeking to build up a fleet of vehicles
for his larger-scale table-top activities.
The Weapons Carrier has optional parts
provided which include a detachable simu
lated canvas top, a front mounted winch
and U.S. Array Marine Corps insignia plus
two crew figures; the Personnel Carrier
includes an M50 ring mounted machine-gun,
three crew figures, a f ton cargo trailer,
decals for three versions and a choice of
winch or winchless carrier.

With the film production of Cornelius
Ryam's wonderful book "A BRIDGE TOO FAR"
being filmed in Holland, and the forth
coming publication of a book solely deal
ing with wargaming airborne operations,
our minds might be excused for turning to
wards this fascinating but neglected aspect
of World War II. Even more neglected is
that made—to—measure mini—campaign fought
by German paratroopers. New Zealanders and
British Army forces for Crete in 19^1.
With the ready availability of HO/OO scale
German paratroops and with the small-scale
AIRFIX Australians being converted or
doubling for the New Zealanders, this is
very much a possible side-period for the
wargamer. Now comes 1:32 scale German
paratroops which will enable the Individual

mW imn:
lU&AiWirTONUGH truck with cargo trailer
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Skirmish wargamer to undertake some more ot those highly personalised tahle-top operations which, more
t/han pny other form of wargame, hreathe life into our inanimate metal and plastic figures. The box
contains 30 figures in a good variety of positions - an officer, a wounded officer and NCO, two more
NCOs, nine men in varied standing and kneeling positions using sub-machineguns, three men standing
iiring rifles, two of the inevitable men attacking somebody with the butt of a rifle, five men charg
ing forward with bayonet-fixed rifles, three prone figures raising themselves to hurl a stick grenade
and two lying men with light machine-guns. Made in a greeny-grey plastic and full of detail, these
figures should paint up relatively easily and look most effective.

News from America tells me that a Polish bookstore has opened in Philadelphia at 2036 Chestnut
Street, In addition to books in various Slavic languages, they sell framed and unframed Polish
military prints of the Napoleonic and Sobieski eras; the painting and artistry are said to be good and
they are relatively cheap. Under the proprietorship of Dave Dugas a collector, Le Petit Soldier at
528 Rue Royale, New Orleans, La 70130 USA has a large display of painted and unpainted figures with a
special feature of locally made metal recasts of Cafe Storme's Ancient and Mediaeval figures and Marxc
American Generals - plastic figures which is said are almost impossible to get. I have some doubts as
to the strict ethical and legal aspects of them selling figures made from already existing commercial
models - but that is their problem!

For the simple reason that I know little about and have no playing experience of board wargames,
those readers who are addicted to them have always found themselves sadly neglected in my pages. But,
like most other aspects of this magazine, one can only print either what one knows or receives from
outside. In that connection, board wargamers are probably more lucky than anyone else because they
have their own regular "newspaper" which gives illustratingly frank and full coverage to all the latest
board wargames - and the reviewer really does play them all to find out for himself! Of course, I am
referring to that ubiquitous and effervescent Canadian soldier John Mansfield who puts out a bi-weekly
magazine SIGNAL which bears the heading "... written, produced and badly mis-spelled by John Mansfield
and friends. Subscriptions 5/^1.00 and 18/^3.00. European costs are (for Air Mail only) 8 for Cl.OOp
or 5 DM's. CASH ONLY! All news, reviews and coins should be sent to Signal A10-2A0 Brittany Drive,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIK OR?." So if I disappoint you with news of board wargames (and forthcoming
Conventions of all types, war films, etc., etc.,) then spend another few coppers and put yourself in
the picture jvith John Mansfield, Daddy of board wargamers! Every now and then, in return for giving
him such publicity as this I pinch bits from back numbers of his newspaper concerning the latest games
- here are some comments and notes from his pages - THE BATTLE OF MADRID a Spanish Civil War game
available for ^5-00 from JP Pubs, P.O.Box 3565 Amarillo, Texas, USA 79106 which is claimed to be an
'interesting period but a basic game'. WATERLOO 1815 - available from G.D.W., 203 North Street, Normal,
111. USA 61761 for i^S.75. John really gets lyrical about this one, saying "It is a subtle game, one
that is mastered only with constant playing «... it forces you to use your different units as they
would have been used at the battle itself ... gives an accurate simulation of the type of warfare that
occurred at Waterloo." Well you cannot get a much better report and you cannot wish for much more
accuracy than that can you? 30 YEARS WAR - if I wrote a report like John has done about this game
(available from SPl, hk E. 23rd Street, NYC, NY, USA 10010, for ^12.00) then 1 would send a scout
ahead of me at every convention to find out whether Mrs Linda Masea, the game designer, was present
in the hall - 1 think that gives you the idea! CROMWELL which is obtainable from SDC, Box 19096, San
Diego, CA, USA 92119, for ^7.00 and which John says contains a campaign map that can be used in con
junction with SPl's MUSKET AND PIKE or with your own miniatures. Includes sea war, much neglected
facet of the Enclish Civil War. THE SIEGE OF PORT ARTHUR - from Strife Games, N.Pacific Avenue,
Chicago, 111, USA, for ^8.00. S id to be an interesting game with well illustrated rules. SIEGE OF
JERUSALEM - available at ^12.00 from Historical Perspectives, PO Box 3^3, Flushing Street, Flushing,
NY, USA 11367. Said to be a massive game with four very well drawn maps showing the City of Jerusalem
around 70 AD; five different scenarios that allow a variety of historical games connected with the town
and period. In SIGNAL 109 John talks of a Swedish Game Company WELLINGTON WARGAMES Inc., of Box IS,
8-590 to Kisa, Sweden, and if you want to be put on their mailing list send them a note. They proppse
putting out new games, the first will be OPERATION SEALION, an operational level game covering the
proposed German invasion of Britain which includes such things as the English Fascist Party, strategic
movement, paratroops and special rules for gliders - at least four scenarios will be included.
SHENANDOAH wich simulates the various actions and campaigns in the Shenandoah Valley during the
American Civil War - said to be a fairly complex operational level game - available from Battleline,
PO Box 1379, Douglasville, Georgia, USA 30133 at ^10.00. FIELD MARSHAL obtainable from JEDKO's, 18
Fonecca St., Mordialloe, Victoria, 3195, Australia at Aust. ^12.00. This seems to be an interesting
personalised game in that the player is a German Field-Marshal posted to the Eastern Front and subject
to the orders and whims of Hitler, represented by drawing Chance Cards. Then there are three games
available from Avalon Hill, 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD, USA 21214 - ALESIA - John Mansfield says
"Unlike any wargame 1 have every played. Great game for 2, 3 or 4 players yet it remains a good
solitaire proposition. Well worth ^12.00." WAR AT SEA - "... a simple game .... not very realistic
.... can be an interesting "wind-down" game. Worth ^5.00 if you are not strictly a realism nut."
STARSHIP TROOPERS - "A science-fiction fan could do far worse than pick up a copy." (^12.OO). FIRE-
FIGHT from SPI, 44 East 23rd St, NYC, NY, USA 10010, seems to be current warfare and includes booklet
on Soviet and American equipment, organisation and tactics.

Well, that lot came from SIGNAL - much abbreviated and curtailed. If this is your field, then
you should not be without a regular copy.

Under the trade name of Der Kriegspielers, CUSTOM CAST INC., Independent Square, 57 South Main
Street, Deighton, Ohio 45459, USA, are turning out a new range of 15mm "Napoleonettes" which are said
to possess excellent detail and to sell at 24 Infantry for ^2.9S and two cavalry for $2.25. So far
there is a small range of French Line and Guard Infantry, Artillerymen and Light Cavalry; British Line,
Light and Guard Infantry, Artillery and Hussars.

Plastic paper kits of houses in 25mm scale selling for four for ̂ 4.00 (plus ^1.00 post) can be
obtained from 101 Productions, 434 Mission St, San Francisco, CA, USA 94103. So far they are produc
ing well known American Revolution dwellings such as the houses of Paul Revere, Adams, Hancock and
Ross.



GHQ of 2634 Bryant Avenue S , Minneapolis, Mn, USA SS'iOS, have recently released a number of.
new 1:285 scale vehicles including the M'iS (90mm) and M'lS (l05mm); m60: Sheridan; Centurian III
(83.4mm); Centurian V up-gunned to 105mm; Tl-67; US Aircav Infantry and Soviet Mechanised Infantry.'
ProbabljT" available from NAVWAR or MODEL AND HOBBIES, Belfast, are the ever-increasing range of
VALIANT ships in 1:200 scale. Their latest additions include six floating batteries for ^3.00; a
six-star fortress with three shore batteries and a full sail kit for use with their 100, 74 and 44
gun ships. This same organisation also produces Starships in 1:200 scale - scout ships, assault
transports, interceptors, destroyers, light cruisers, heavy cruisers and battleships. They are said
to be extremely good.

And now to MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED. Before reviewing their latest figures may 1 draw
readers attention to a recent very fime but little publicised addition to their range - their
Naj)0leonic Acessory Sets. The latest in this range are Set No. 5 French Napoleonic Medical Corps
consisting of 2 stretcher bearers, a wounded soldier and a stretcher; Set No.10 Napoleonic Camp
Followers a cantiniere, woman holding child, woman carrying pots, woman carrying bundle; Set No.13
Baggage for Wagons, boxes, bundles of sacks, packing cases and an officer's trunk and Set No.14
Wagon Drivers, 1 driver to sit astride a horse, 1 driver seated, 1 standing holding and 1 walking
leading. These sell at prices ranging from 33p to 40p a set and make very interesting and colour
ful extras to wargames armies besides being wonderful for the diorama maker.

MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED might have reproached me for not reviewing anything of their's last
month and have made sure that the same thing does not happen now! In front of me is a large collec
tion of their latest figures, listed on two closely typed pages and many of them are really pleasing
out—of—the—ordinary figures. I am very taken with the two British Napoleonic Fusiliers (one kneeling
and one standing) and can picture a regiment of them looking most impressive. Two unusual figures
are the British Napoleonic Sappers, one with axe and the other with pick, both are in good action
poseS-: and fill a long-felt need. Wliilst I greatly admire the realistic pose and accurate stance of
the British artilleryman pushing a wheel I am not really sure whether there is a place for it in a
wargaming sphere unless one is working some sort of system where figures are taken from the table and
replaced by others that suit a situation — we have a rule for smashing gun—wheels but nobody ever
seems to see our gunners replace them yet the cannons fire within two moves or so - perhaps we have
been wrong all this time? The Highland officer with the telescope and the dismounted British general
are both useful figures which will look nice wlien painted up. The French drmimer boy carrying a drum
over his shoulder has sort of caught the impression of youth and is a pleasing figure and I particu
larly like the kneeling French Old Guard Grenadier. The Austrian Hussar officer is a nice chunky
figure and the Austrian Uhlan trumpeter will add colour to his squadron but 1 suppose the pride of
place has to be given to the mounted French Carabinier drummer with two drums on either side of his
horse. This will really look nice when painted up and in keeping with the pleasing idea that manu
facturers now have of making tliese "extra" figures to embellish existing formations. If you are in
terested in Mediaevals then I imagine you will be very taken with the Carolingians - heavy and medium
infantrymen, an archer, an officer, a musician and a standard bearer. All are nicely detailed power
ful looking figures who, in numbers, will make a most impressive force. There is also a Carolingian
mounted standard bearer, both he and t'ue foot standard bearer are carrying one of those characteristic
poles bearing a long fish uevice at the top - there is probably a name for it, but if there is then I
don't know it! The Arab figures that conclude MINIATURE FIGURINES new 25mra output for this month will
open up a lot of Mediaeval wargaming doors to a much neglected but extremely colourful period and
style of warfare. The range includes Arab spearman, archer, swordsman, officer and a standard bearer
together with a pair of cavalry - a Moorish Light horseman and an Arab Heavy cavalryman. All the
cavalrymen described in these ranges are mounted on typically fine Miniature Figurines horses which
for my money, are streets ahead of anybody else's. '

Now that Peter Manning, MINIATURE FIGURINES I5mni designer has moved down to Southampton (he is
holding his housewarming party next week and after that he and his wife may wish they could move back
to Maidstone!) Neville Dickinson is certainly setting him to work because there are no less than 7
new 15mm strips and a very nice little loaded two-wheeled wagon. Although I fear that painting is

far beyond me 1 am always most impressed by these fine little figures with so much detail and dis
tinction that there can be no mistake whatsoever as to what they are and, when painted up en masse,
they certainly are ideal for wargaming. The latest selection include British Fusilier Command Strip
(Napoleonic); Prussian Artillerymen (Tricorne); Prussian Dragoon; French Infantry Command Strip;
Russian Grenadiers; Preobradenski Guard and Austrian Slovanian Command Strip.

ROSE MINIATURES (15 Llanover Road, Plumstead, London SE18 3ST) have put some more 30mm wargames
figures on their list - a Russian standard bearer, a Russian Guard Officer with a drawn sword and a
Wurtemberg drummer; then there are Bavarians and Saxons with ranges that include an officer a
standard bearer and a drummer. Not many firms make 30mm figures these days and these are well worth
studying if you are interested in this scale.

Our old friend Ray Seaton of WARRIOR has put^^ new range of 25mm 17th century figures to fill a
gap in his ranges to provide figures for about 168O. They include a mounted and dismounted Dragoon,
a Grenadier and a Line inlantryman and a very attractive little group of gunners, four of them carry-
ing a rammer, a linstock, a barrel of powder and 9 bucket; they can be used for most European armies
of the period.

McEWAN MINIATURES of St. Georges Buildings, 5 St. Vincent Place, Glasgow, G12 bH, have added a
pair of very attractive ranges of 25mm white metal castings in their Fantasy range. They include a
Northern Barbarian with axe and broadsword, a Cimmerian Hero, a fighting man type Hero, the Wizard
Boromax, an Ore and a Lesser Ore; there are diminutive Dwarfs of the armoured and non-armoured variety
and a fearsome Knight of Chaos. •'

I have not actually seen any of the latest 54mm figures being made by Alan Caton for TRADITION
but the pictures of them (in the adverts in this and previous months Wargamer's Newsletter) indicate
that they are of an extremely high standard and, whilst perhaps not as interesting to wargamers as
to collectors, they are well worthy of notice.



PETER KEMPLAY of lb Chapel Hill, Skipton, Yorkshire, is now carrying large stocks of the famous
German ELASTOLIN plastic figures in AO and 70mm sizes, including the stupendous range of siege equip
ment and cannon The range includes Romans, Mediaeval, Landslrnechts, Huns, Vikings, etc. These figures
are not cheap at sample pack of 1 foot and 1 mounted AOmm figure for £1.50p or a 70mm foot figure for
the same price hut if you want some very special figures for Individual Skirmish wargaming then have
a look at these. The AOmm range listed in Peter's latest advert includes a Saxon archer; a Norman
archer; a mounted Norman on a rearing horse; a Roman Centurian; a mounted Roman with a spear; a Roman
legionary throwing a pilum; a Roman archer firing and a Roman slinger. The AOmm siege equipment in
cludes a tower, a Trehuchet and scaling ladders; battering rams; four-horse battle-wagon - these are
also made in 70mm range which also includes sucii figures as Roman Generals, drummers, marching and
running legionaries, landsknechii^, trumpeters and a mounted George Washington. Peter Kemplay is also
advertising some cheap 25mm metal wargames figures from discontinued lines - they include Napoleonic;
7 Years War; American War of Independence; Napoleonic troopers and horses; and Ancient equipment -
catapult, ballista, Assyrian chariot, Pharoah's chariot and a bombard with two gunners. These may
well be gone by the time you read this however.

This month's SKYTREX advert has some interesting features including something for the Naval war-
gamer, DAVCO 1:3000 scale ships in lA new models this month in a range that includes 120 models in
World War I and World War 11 periods. There are also some very interesting 1:300 Micro range items
available for Modern (l mean todays) warfare.

GREENWOOD AND BALL believe that their new 25mm Sword and Sorcery figures of the Hyperborean Age
are going to be the most successful they have ever produced and they are planning a lot of new items.
At the moment they have added the following - an Enchantress riding a tiger; a mounted Sultan and a
tree Demon. I suppose the manufacturers are rubbing their hands with glee with this Sword and Sorcery
business because there literally seems to be no end (in every way) to what you can turn out, with
names to matchi

I see that Bill Lamming has been working hard and has added some 25mm figures to his range - a
Norman Foot Knight and Light Foot man and a Saxon Heavy Foot man and his range of Roman lst/2nd
century figures is increasing.

1 see that Lawrence W. Cawkwell, c/o A Craven Street, Hull, HU9 2AP, are putting out a series of
25mm buildings for wargamers and modellers and printed on high quality A3 card to be coloured and con
structed. Each building has several alternative finishes and with different colouring a whole range
of authentic buildings can be produced in each subject. Instructions and colouring suggestions are
included. At the moment the range includes American Civil War/Western - a small store with four
alternative shop fronts - Gunsmith, Drug store. Saddler and Barber shop; and many other alternative
parts. A house with verandah, shed and privy, with a chimney-stack and alternative parts. They sell
at A5p each plus postage and packing.

HEROICS AND ROS FIGURES continue to expand their range of 1:300th scale wargames figures, designed
and planned specifically for table-top activities and claim to be easily and rapidly painted, take up
little room and cost very little in comparison with 25mm figures and yet they fulfil exactly the same
purpose. A table of 2'6" by 2' will allow for a normal wargame and a table 6' x A' allows for
manoeuvre, flanking movements, troop movements, reinforcements and all the deployments of a real
battle often beyond the reach of wargaming in 25mm scale. New releases in the Ancient period (50
infantry or 21 cavalry in 60p packets) are - Romans -Praetorian Guard; Equites Singularis Guard
Cavalry; Western Auxiliary archers; late period Legionaries; late period Heavy cavalry; Roman Generals,
Tribunes, etc. Greeks - Spartan Hoplites; Peltasts; Macedonian Hypaspists; Thracian Light Cavalry.
Barbarians - Dacian infantry (includes spearmen, rhomphaias, archers, etc); Visigothic infantry, Hun
cavalry; Gothic cavalry and Sarmatian Cataphracts. Others - Byzantine Horse archers; Byzantine Foot
archers; Persian Scythed chariots. Send SAE for full lists of Ancient and other period figures.
Packing - UK 10^ in £. Overseas seamail 20^ in £. Overseas airmail AO^ in £. Europe 15^ in £.

Although I have not seen them and cannot report on quality, etc., 1 note that DIXON'S MINIATURES
of Ash Grove, 17 Royles Head Lane, Longwood, Huddersfield, W.Yorks, are advertising Mongols and other
Orientals in 25mm. Send S.A.E. for their list.

If you are thinking of taking up Naval wargaming but do not quite know where to start have a look
at NAVWAR starter packs available from NAVWAR PRODUCTIONS LIMITED, AS East View, Barnet, Herts EN5
5TN, at £3.00p each, post free (UK only). They consist of selected groups of suitable ships of vary
ing periods with which to commence Naval wargaming - the range (some ranges are in 1:3000 scale and
others in 1:1200 scale) include World War I; World War II Pacific; World War II European Theatre;
American Civil War; Napoleonic; Coastal, etc.

From Bob O'Brien of the WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP I have received Amendment sheets for their 1950/
75 and 5th Edition Ancient Rules. The modern sheet brings in their assessment of new weapons so far
as we have information, while the Ancients correct some minor but annoying misprints and amplifies
and amends parts of the rules as the result of playing experience. They are free as usual but not
unreasonably Wargames Research Group insist on an stamped addressed envelope. Bob also mentions the
replacement 1750/1850 Rules which his collaborator Phil Barker is assembling and putting into a
respectable typed form for presentation to the printers. It is hoped that they will be ready during
February. These rules will be mueh faster moving and will enable wargamers to put large forces on
the table without getting bogged down; they are suitable for all scales from 5 to 30mm.

SKYTREX are offering bargain packs of World War II Allied and American armour - the range is
extensive and their advert is well worthy studying.



BOOK

REVIEWS
THE 51st HIGHLAND DIVISION AT WAR by Roderick Grant. (llf" x Sf"; 160

pages; Innumerable black-and-white photographs; k full-page colour plates.
Ian Allan -

To those of us serving in North Africa during World War II there were
certain formations whom we considered to be elite, who bore the hallmark of
success and courage beyond the normal - high among them was the 51st Highland
Division whose sign of an HD in a circle represented to us a tough fighting
soldier. Written with considerable national pride and feeling, this beauti
fully produced and profusely illustrated book does them justice and could
serve as a monument to all the many civilians who Joined the small number of
Regular soldiers to form formations who, forged in the fierce fires of battle,
took on and beat the Axis professionals at their own job. Looking at its
pictures and reading its pages 1 found to be most evocative, bringing to ray
desk that warm comforting glow of comradeship that makes we old soldiers
luckier than those who have not been so lucky as to share in something quite
incomparable and never-to-be-forgotten. Although English and not an infantry
man, 1 found this to be a most inspiring book, I imagine that any Scotsman
who served with the Highland Div will be reaching for the whiskey bottle to
drown his tears!

A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE SS 1925-1945 by Andrew Mollo.
graplis"^ Macdonald and Jane's Publishers Ltd - &7.95p).

(Hi" X 9f"; 192 pages; 362 photo-

The glow produced by the previous book was turned by this volume into icy shivers that ran up
and down my spine. Not, I hasten to say, because of any faults in the book itself but purely because
of its stark and rutliless subject matter. Quite brilliantly portrayed by an amazing collection of

allowed tliem to accept the most difficult and unpleasant tasks. This book contains a most incredible
collection of pliotographs of every aspect of their work and it is right that we should be reminded of
It. because today's world has by no means rid itself of large groups of people ready and willing to
take-on the mantle of the SS.

NAPOLEON AND THE ARCH-DUKE CHARLES by F.Loraine Petre. (sf" x 5^"; 413 pages; 8 illustrations*
5 laige pull-out maps. Arms and Armour Press - £5.95p). '

This is another one of the Arms and Armour Press re-prints of well known and valuable books long
out of print. Ilighly prized by historians of the Napoleonic period, this history of the Franco-
Austrian campaign in the valley of the Danube in 1809 has been given an introduction by our old friend
David Chandler and published at wliat is today for this style of book a most reasonable price. It
describes an intriguing period in the Napoleonic Wars, and era of large-scale warfare with huge corps-
type battles involving thousands of soldiers with tactics subordinated to stratesy. The Archduke
Oiarles was no mean General and against a lesser opponent than Napoleon might well have come down
through history with a far greater reputation. Far from the white uniformed Austrian armies existing
solely to provide their opponents with victories, they were well trained, armed and disciplined ex-

of a complex and lascinating campaign.

THE WAR HISTORY OF SOUTHERN RHODESIA 1939-1945 -Vol.2 by J.F.MacDonald. (Sf" x 5f"; 772 pages*
1] coloured illustrations and many black-and-white photographs and numerous maps. Rhodesiana Reprint
Library Silver Series - approx. Rh^l5.75: R 20.40 in South Africa).

volume 2 of the History of Rhodesia's part in World War 11, volume 1 being reviewed in
the November 1976 Wargamer's Newsletter. Beautifully produced .is are all the books in this series
it IS a complete and highly readable account of a small Britisli Colonev's total involvement in Great
Britain s war effort. With Rhodesia so much in the news and the seeming likelihood of the white
settlers who made it the prosperous modern country it is today being summarily ejected, the fourteen
page Role of Honour (including many native names) can serve as an indictment. Fine reading and with
numerous personal accounts which could well serve as a narrative for some exciting wargames.

uniforms OF THE RETREAT FROM MOSCOW 1812 by Philip Haythornthwa1te and Michael Chappell. (7f" x
T  ' M V lull-page colour plates; 10 full-page black-and-white plates. Hippocrene BooksInc. N.Y. (Blandford) - p7.95).

T u most praiseworthy remarks that a wargamer can make about any book is "If onlv
7w T front of me when I pain teiJ-up my Russian (French, British, etc., etc.,) army!" Wellthis finely produced and illustrated book by an expert writer and a first-class Artist must Lrely be'
the lowest priced and most comprehensive single volume work of the Russian campaign. Its dozens of
coloured uniform,drawings are well up to the Blandford standard (and we all know how good that is')
and includes not only more than twenty pages of French but also many pages of uniforms of the Kitijrdnm
of Italy; Naples; Duchy of Warsaw; Westphalia; Wurttemhurg; Bavaria; Saxony; Berg; Baden; Hesse-



Darmstadt; Austria; Prussia; Desides 15 pages (each bearing at least two figures) of Russia. In
addition there is an Historical Introduction recording the events of the campaign, organisation and
strengths of the various units; explanatory text to all the colour plates and to the black-and-white
illustrations plus an Order of Battle for the Grande Armee and the Russian Army at Borodino; written
descriptions of uniforms not illustrated and a most extensive hihliography. The copy I have received
is their co-production with an American publisher and its price is shown in dollars, but it could
well be that it is to be sold at what seems to be a standard price for the Blandford colour series of
£2.95p. Quite one of the best books I have seen from Blandford and thoroughly recommended.

FAMOUS SHIPS OF WORLD WAR 2 by Chris Ellis. (7t" x 5i"; 210 pages; 71 coloured illustrations.
B1andford Press - £2.95p).

Well known to wargamers, Chris Ellis is noted for thorough research and his prolific output on
the technology of war. This book does him Justice in portraying the variety and classes of ship
involved in World War II. In addition to the excellent paintings of the vessels of every nation, the
book contains a most explanatory section on wartime colour schemes and line drawings of schematic
camouflage patterns. Of course, there is the extensive explanatory text for the coloured plates, all
going to make-up a book that will be both fascinating and valuable to the Naval wargamer.

FAMOUS AIRCRAFT OF ALL TIME by Kenneth Munson. (7^" x 5i"! 189 pages; 6^ colour plates; 7 full
pages black-and-white line drawings. Blandford Press - £2.95p).

Perhaps the most famous of all contemporary writers on aircraft, this author is in the enviable
position of having his books published into every major language of the world (and with circulations
to match!) The book describes and illustrates many aircraft possessing a claim to fame, from Japan's
briefly famous Karigane and the unquestionably notorious Junkers Ju 87 to such immortals as the Douglas
World Cruiser, the Spirit of St. Louis and the Spitfire. The men who designed and flew them such as
the Wrights, Bleriot, Alcock and Brown, Lindbergh, Post and Gatty, Mitchell, Gibson, Yeager and many
more are also portrayed in its pages. The illustrations include many smaller colour views detailing
special insignia, structural features, route maps of noteworthy flights, or aircraft that played a part
in the story of a famous successor. One of the great things about Blandford productions are that they
maintain their standard and not only does the buyer know what he is getting but also that he is getting
good value.

THE GUINNESS HISTORY OF AIR WARFARE by Kenneth Macksey, David Brown and Christopher Shores. {9i"
X 7"; 256 pages; innumerable black-and-white photographs and coloured illustrations. Guinnes Superla
tives Ltd - £6.50p.)

In the usual competent and thorough manner of these Guinness books of reference, this triple
author team have performed a rare feat of balancing the clear chronological story of the evolution of
air fighting with the development of the strategic and technical ideas and inventions that reached
unbelievable heights. Not always a story that paints a glowing picture of success, it contains its
unvarnished details of miscalculation, tragedy and folly to match up against calculation, triumph and
wisdom. It prints the fact of how different life would be had the internal combustion engine in
general, and aircraft in particular, never been invented, particularly from the wargamers point of view
whO' has never yet managed to find a satisfactory manner of simulating aircraft activities! Within
its covers, this book contains some details of almost every salient and significant aspect of air
warfare since its beginnings and up to 1975. S book that should be kept on the shelf because it will
certainly answer many queries and solve many arguments. As always with these Guinness publications,
the photographs are carefully selected and obviously the result of much seeking.

A forthcoming volume that could well be of interest to readers is THE MEDALS. DECORATIONS AND
ORDERS OF THE GREAT WAR by Alec A. Purves. Claiming to be the first book to deal solely with these
awards the author describes the orders, deeorations and medals instituted by the Allies, the Central
Powers, neutral countries and the emergent nations, during or in connection with World War I. Over'
150 ribbons are shown in full colour with 95 photographs and several line drawings. Available from
J.B.Hayward and Son, The Medal Specialists, 17 Piccadilly Arcade, Piccadilly, London S.W.I., at
£5.50p including postage and packing. Another forthcoming volume, possibly of greater interest to
the wargamer is written by two old friends - Wilf Emberton and Peter Young, whose mutual devotion to
the English Civil War is no secret to anyone! The title SIEGES OF THE GREAT CIVIL WAR and published
by G.Bell and Sons Ltd., at £7.50p, this book should be on the market by the time you read this and
will be reviewed in these pages in due course.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH (On page 15)

1. The tartan given to the Black Watch in 1725.

2. 1814-15.

3. a) 43rd Foot b) 62nd Foot c) Life Guards d) 28th Foot e) RASC

4. 16 April 1746.

5. They all bear a rose.



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - DecemlDer 1976. Includes the usual features on new plastic kits, figures,
hooks, etc., plus illustrated articles on the recent special report of British Army training in
Canada; Wargaming discussion on the merits of large or small forces; Modellers' Diary; the new
Airfix 1:32 Lee and Grant tank kits; British Army uniforms - the Light Dragoons 1811-1816; plus
much on aircraft.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Autumn 1976. Among other articles of
interest includes one on the Royal Artillery and 62nd Foot Campaign Dress in North America 1777;
Loyalist Militia in the War of American Independence hy Philip Katcher; a most interesting article
on "Some South African Battlefields of 1879 and 1881"; Letters from the Ahor Expedition 1911-12;
Provincial Corps of the British Army 1775-1783; Officers and Other Ranks in the War of American
Independence; plus interesting notes and other features.

BATTLEFLEET - Vol.9: No.9. This magazine of the Naval Wargames Society contains
Battle Reports and other features.

Naval

AVALON HILL GENERAL - Septemher-Octoher 1976. With their articles slanted towards hoard war-
gaming, contains one on The Roman Army; The German Campaign in Russia; War at Sea; Development notes
on the game Kingmaker; Panzerhlitz; Midway; Stalingrad and other features of hoard gaming interest.

MILITARY MODELLING - December 1976. A humper Christmas number full of illustrations and excit
ing adverts. The well presented and illustrated articles include The Thracians; Spanish Line
Infantry of 1812-14; 1:76 scale modelling plans for the M.G.B. Portable Pier; the 2nd Regiment of
Lancers of the French Imperial Guand; The Gordon Relief Expedition 1884-1885; Information on uniforms;
A Modelling Workshop; and other features on kits and models and details of the latest commercial
products.

RANK AND FILE - November 1976. The Tunbridge Wells Wargames Society Newsletter is most stimu
lating and reflects the activity of this group. Contains reports on the Western Individual Skirmish;
Early World War II wargaming (stimulating!) and features of general interest to Club members.

SARISSA is the Dutch language magazine of the Ancient Battlegaming Club of Belgium,
foresting and informative but I can only understand pictures and diagrams!

It looks in-

SLINGSHOT - November 1976. Contains a report on the recent Annual General Meeting; the informa
tive Question and Answer Guardroom "feature"; the early history of Sparta; The Arthurian Campaign;
Wargaming with Sassanid Persians; Ancient Naval Matters; The Assyrians; Macedonian Armour; English
and'Viking Armies; Alternative Ancient Tactics; and a Sassanid/Byzantine-Roman Wargame Report. In
teresting to note that the motion proposing Fantasy Wargaming and Warfare in the Ancient and Mediaeval
settings should be included in the Society's fields of interest was defeated by 56 votes to 48 at
their recent A.G.M. This will upset some of the Members!

SOLDIER - December 1976. A beautiful coloured cover of Charlie Stadden's finely made and painted
Wellington/Napoleon chess set. Contents include all the usual stimulating features plus articles on
the Royal Pioneer Corps Museum; Is the field of Edgehill haunted?; The Soldier's Newspaper; latest
military models; Military Band LPs; and fine book reviews.

SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN - December 1976. This well produced and enthusiastic magazine is full of
interest to "Victorian" wargamers; includes articles on Ouster's Last Stand; The Kaffir Wars in South
Africa; Victorian Colonial Campaigns; The Chilean Army during the Victorian Age; illustration of an
Egyptian Cavalry Maxim Gun 1896; Military Book Reprints;illustration of the Hampshire Regiment in the
Boer War 1899-1902; plus reviews of books, articles, etc., on the period.

THE VEDETTE - Summer 1976. The Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors, U.S.A. Of
interest to wargamers are articles on the French Foreign Legion; a "Wargamer's Corner"; Wargames
Figures & reviews of figures generally.

WAR MONTHLY - No.35. As always, contains beautifully illustrated and well informative articles
- this month "Blockade Runners 1943"; The French and Belgian SAS troops in Operation Amherst; The
Catalina flying-boat; Jaroslawice 1914; India's Army Today; and Second Vietnam War.

NOVEMBER "PROBLEM OF MONTH" EXPLAINED (Continued from page 11)

and throw dice for how many each side can kill". This type of activity can admittedly be amusing,
but it is not wargaming. It would be just as much fun to play dominoes or shove ha'penny. None of
these things have any relation to historical reality, which must, at the end of the day, be an
intrinsic part of the definition of a wargame.

(Even after reading this most interesting rebuttal by a man whom I respect as one who knows a
great deal about warfare, I still cannot detect any definite or laid-down concept of time and ground
scales - perhaps Paddy will write again in a more precise manner about, say the Napoleonic period.
Perhaps meanfully, this is the only letter or comment I have received on this subject.

D.Featherstone.)



NOTICE BOARD

SOUTHERN MILITAIRE 1977 is now confirmed for the weekend of April 2nd and 3rd. All the major
model manufacturers, puUlishers and i^ames suppliers have accepted trade space so we have great
expectations of another successful weekend at what is the only exhihition in the South of England.

The weekend will he organised round a wargames competition iougut uy specially ixiVitCu clubs
and organised by the Wessex Wai(-,ames Society, at least six classes of painting competitions on the
Sunday, demonstrations hy various societies and it is hoped the second Steve Curtis Memorial Competi
tion.

Complete details are now available and people wishing to enter any of the competitions or
further information should write enclosing a stamped-addressed envelope.

iRiRiatupe
fit^lRes ltd
REGISTERED OFFICE:
28/32 NORTHAM ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON, S02 OPA,
HAMPSHIRE.

TEL: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 (STD 0703)
WEST END 4651 (STD b42 18)

ooDoo

TUNBRIDGE WELLS WARGAMES SOCIETY - WARGAMES AND MILITARY MODELLING EXHIBITION, West Kent
Col lege, Brook Street, Tonbridge, Kent. Sunday 27 February 1977 - 10 am - 5 pm.

Wargame demonstrations, painting,model1ing, recognition and wargame competitions, trade stands.
Our new venue has over twice the space of past years, full off—road parking, and is under 5 minutes
from Tonbridge main line station. Information, bookings, etc. - George Gush, 154D Upper Grosvenor
Road, Tuiihiidge Wells, Kent. (Tel, 26833).

ooOoo

FOR SALE: Painted Napoleonic figures System 12mm and Heroics 5mm also Hinchliffe painted
Ancierrtsr ^A.E. list. Bebbington, 93 Stoney Lane, Bloxwich, Walsall WS3 3RE. Telephone Bloxwich
770S9.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; I'May 1973 to February 1974 inclusive 20p
each or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or II for 35.50). Back numbers March
1974 to date can be obtained from TRADITION (5a & 5b Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.I.) at 35p
per copy including postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p plus 62p postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.I.

ooOoo

Solo gamers may like to know of the existence of a Solo Wargamers Society which caters for the
'soloist' irrespective of period. Its magazine 'Lone Warrior' can be obtained from John Bennett, 9
Oakroyd Close, Potters Bar, Herts, who will send details if you include a S.A.E.

ooOoo

"It seems incredible that it is over twieve years since I first subscribed to the Wargamer's
Newsletter and longer since I began wargaming. Over the years I have seen the hobby develop and have
experienced wargaming in different parts of the country with a wide variety of opponents. One con
stant factor has been my belief that wargaming should be fun and a pastime to be enjoyed amonst a
group of friends and I completely support your views on this subject. With this in mind we have
established a new wargames group in Durham called "The Light Infantrymen", not least because we tend
to adjourn to a similarly named local hostelry at the end of the evening's activities. Our interests
are varied and cover the Ancient, Medieval, American Civil War and Modern periods, with a strong
emphasis upon skirmish wargaming. We are attempting to branch out into the Napoleonic period and
have facilities for the occasional boardgame. Hearings are held every Tuesday at 7 pm in the vane
Tempest Hall, Gilesgate, Durham. Anyone interested is welcome to attent or contact me. I would like
to support your November editorial as a long established Wargaming Ecologist.

Mike Waller, 31 Pilgrims Way, Gilesgate, Durham City, DHI IHB.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMYLi X (MINIATURES)

Directors; Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

LTD
373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, E12 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2508

HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pnn. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIAUSING FOR WARGAMERS & MIUTARY HGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING

PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us .

Ships by:
NAVWAR
ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &

CANNON
MINIATURES

RUSKIN /1R/MS
PU6LICHOUSE

EASTHA/H
DISTRICT LINE

■0-
HIGH St NORTH

/MODEL
ARM\
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL AOOESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

GREENWOOD
(^BALL LTD

^  61 WESTBURY STREET,
THORNABY-ON-TEES. TEESSIDE.

NEW LASSET54mm
The latest figures from the Workbench of talented designer
John Tassell confirm our opinion that he Is among the top
names In the modelling world. These figures are even better
than the last releases In the Lasset series; character packed,
with superb detail and visual appeal.

When you ally these qualities to the finest team of
animators In the world, each hand positioned model becomes
something very special. Reinforce your collection with some
of the finest quality; greatest value figures around.

All at £1.60 (VAT inc.)
LAPE 1 —Anatolian Infantry (Persian 490 BC)
LAPE2- Persian Heavy Infantry 490 BC
LAA1- Assyrian Light Archer 0.700 BC
LAA2- Assyrian Heavy Archer c.700 BC
LAA 3 - Assyrian Medium Spearman c.700 BC
LAA4- Assyrian Heavy Spearman c.700 BC

NEW SANDERS0N54mm

Another superb creation from Cliff; a sturdy (and buxom)
pioneer girl, holding a flintlock musket. SAN 70 £1.30 (VAT
Inc.)

THE HYPERBOREAN AGE
Garrison 25mm sword and sorcery

This range of superb wargame miniatures Is proving to be one
of the most successful we have ever produced. Accordingly,
we have decided on a lot more new Items soon. Meanwhile,
here are just a few:-

SSM69 Enchantress Riding Tiger 25p
SSM68 Mounted Sultan (one-piece casting) 24p
SS70 Tree Demon 25p

Postage rates:

Up to £2-25p; £4-55p; £6-75p; £7-80p; £10-£1.00
Over £10—POST FREE



BOOKS FOR WARGAMERS

THE CAVALRY

Edited by Lt-Col James Lawford. A lavishly Illustrated
study of the development of cavalry through the ages.
The first part looks at the cavalry charger and his rider,
their training and organization; fighting formations and
tactics; arms and armour. The second part is an historical
narrative of cavalry warfare, each chapter dealing with a
particular era and focusing on one or more battles in the
period where cavalry played a decisive role. £6.95

BATTLES OF THE AMERICAN

REVOLUTION.

By Curt Johnson. A definitive book for wargamers which
describes in detail the course of eight major battles of the
Revolutionary War. In addition; it has a pictorial analysis
of the uniforms, weapons, tactics and organization of the
armies; three-dimensional maps showing the terrain and
disposltidns; and a chronology of the war. Illustrated
throughout with photographs of specially commissioned
dioramas by Hinchliffe and Peter Gilder. £4.95

THE ARMVOF FLANDERS ANDTHE

SPANISH ROAD 1567-1659

By Geoffrey Parker. A study of the Spanish army In one of
the major wars of the Renaissance period, the Dutch
Revolt. A highly detailed study covering; strategy and
tactics; siegecraft and fortification; the nature of the
terrain; logistics, financial resources, recruitment,
mobilisation and discipline; the high command. 6 plates,
30 line drawings and diagrams. Paper £2.75

AH titles sent post free U.K. and Eire. No extra charge for
Overseas orders but time should be allowed for delivery

by Surface Mail.
Overseas Payment by International Money Order only.

Please enclose CASH WITH ORDER allowing two weeks
for delivery or send large SAE for our full list of new. dis

count and second hand military books.

SAMIMIUM ANDTHESAMNITES

By E. T. Salmon. A study of the armies and people who
provided the early Roman Republic with one of their most
warlike neighbours, and an account of their military cam
paigns against Rome. 12 plates and 5 maps. £10.00

THESELEUCIDARMY

By B. Bar-Kochba. This is the first comprehensive study
of the Seleucid armies from 312 to 129 B.C. By a dis
tinguished scholar, the first part of the book examines in
detail the numerical strength of the armies, their recruit
ment, training, discipline and chain of command, and the
equipment and development of the various contingents
(including chariots and elephants). The second part
reconstructs the major campaigns of the period in order
to examine and illustrate in detail Seleucid tactics. The
text is fully supported by 17 maps (3 large pullout)
showing terrain features and troop dispositions. £5.50

EARLY GREEK WARFARE

By p. A. L. Greenhaugh. A detailed study of early Greek
land warfare in the Homeric and Archaic ages (1100 to
500 B.C.) The book traces the development of the chariot
mounted warrior and the evolution of heavy cavalry, as
these were affected by the rise of hoplite infantry and
light troops. The detailed studies of tactics, equipment
and weapons are well illustrated by 78 line drawings and
photographs from contemporary vase paintings. £6.75

GUNPOWDER AND GALLEYS
By J. F. Guilmartin Jnr. The first comprehensive ex
amination of the Mediterranean system of warfare at sea
in the 16th Century. Professor Guilmartin analyses all
aspects of galley warfare; the galley itself, its design.

manning and weaponry; the strategy and tactics of galley
warfare; the effects of gunpowder weapons; the major
naval campaigns and engagements of the period. With
19 line illustrations and 6 maps. £9.50

CRUSADING WARFARE 1097-1193

By R. C. Small. A re-issue of the major military study of
the early crusading armies, their enemies and allies; their
campaigns and major battles. All aspects of the warfare
of the period are covered including; war aims, strategy
and tactics, recruitment, weapons and equipment,
fighting on the march, siege warfare and castles.

Paper £2.95

SPECIALOFFER BOOKS ATHALF PRICE

Limited stocks so get your order in now!

SWASTIKA AT WAR

By R. Hunt and T. Hartman. An exciting photographic
record of the war in Europe as seen by the cameramen of
the German Army magazine 'Signal'. Packed throughout
with black and white and colour photographs showing
uniforms, equipment and armour as well as frontline
action shots. Originally published at £4.95; on offer at

£2.50

TANKS IN BATTLE

By Colonel H. C. B. Rodgers. A detailed study of the
development, technical design and tactics of the main
battle tanks of both World Wars. Lavishly illustrated with
contemporary photographs of 'armour in action';
Originally published at £5.00 on offer at £2.50

1815.THE ARMIES AT WATERLOO

By Ugo Pericoli, costume designer for the celebrated film
'Waterloo'. A detailed guide to the uniforms, weapons
and acoutrements of all the forces participating. The
culmination of 4^ years of resenr.-h; Colour plates
throughout. Originally published at £5.80, on offer at

MINDEN BOOKS
9 MARKET PLACE, MILDENHALL
WEST SUFFOLK; Tel; Mildenhall 714115

NEW!! Two r

B. 18 Demolished House

Ideol for worgome settings
over post 100 yeors up to
the present.

1 1:72 (GO/HO)

B.7 Gabions - Two Emplacements

Britain's Lorgest Range of Worgame Scenery
and Landscape Models

MD 1 Micro-Armor Warfare Set
(tank and gun emplacements,

Each79p

wm
For the

Napoleonic
period settings.

From your hobby deoler or by pcct. Please allow
25% extro for postage, minimum 15p.

1/285 - 1/300 Scale Scenic
pieces. Interest has grown
rapidly in this dimifKftive scale.

MLl Straight 4 Curved Sections of
Streams & Tracks

ML2 Straight River & Rood Sections
MLS Five Curved Sections for

All sfTwII sets 31p each

MICRO-MOLD Station Road, East Preston, West Sussex BN16 SAG

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) By Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation

in America) hy Tony Bath)
k. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames hy Donald Featherstone,
5. Rules for American Civil War games hy Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against

Natives) hy Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame In German South-West Africa (incl. rules

for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) hy Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 19kk Normandy-type wargame hy Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War hy Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (^6) Including postage.
WARGAMFS TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet descrlhlng how to construct realistic

hattlefleldfi55p (02).



SPECIALISTS IN METAL

MILITARY MINIATURES

103 WALSALL ROAD LICHFIELD STAFFS

Telephone: LICHFIELD 53180

We seem to have spent all our time lately plugging MBG and

Project 300 - but please don't think that's all we stock!

Try us also for Hinchcliffe, Stadden, Hinton-Hunt, Minot,
Phoenix, Greenwood and Ball, Rose, Old Guard, Minifigs,
Lamming, Leicester Micro, Kirk Miniature Pigurines, nlus
wargames rules and accessories by various well-known concerns

-  not to mention Plaka paints, et cetera, et cetera!

We'll mail stuff anywhere (provided you have a local postal

service, of course) - try us and see!

LAMMING

MINIA TURES

HERE AT LAST!
SECOND EDITION OF CAMPAIGN & BATTLE

RULES.

Extended Campaign Section
Additional Battle & Seige Rules
complete with Plagues, Boiling oil

and other 'Oh Nasties'...

PLUS NAVAL COMBAT
A little more costly at £ 1 post free

but more for your money.

New additions to our range of
top class 25mm models in high

quality metal
S/5 Norman Foot Knight
S/6 Norinan Light Footman
S/7 Saxon Heavy Footman
+ Growing range of Roman 1/2 Century

For complete catalogue send 20p to:
45WENLOCKST.,
HULL. HU3 IDA

OVERSEAS - CATALOGUE 40p
SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL OUR

customers

ASH GROVE, 17 ROYLES HEAD LANE, LONGWOOD,
HUDDERSFIELD.W.YGRKS. HD34TUTEL: HUDDS 55459

MONGOLS!
and other orientals

in25mm

Send S.A.E. for list

PLUS full range of 54's
Or, ask at your stockist.



Cannon Miniatures

METAL BUILDINGS:

FACTORY 24p
COUNTRY CHRUCH 21p
THATCH COTTAGE lOp
ROW COTTAGES lOp
ROW TERRACES 21p
MANSION 24p
OLD WINDMILL 18p
LARGE HOUSE 15p
FARM HOUSE 12p
SMALL PILLBOXES 4p
ZIG ZAG TRENCH lOp
FRENCH HOUSE 15p
RUSSIAN HOUSE 18p

RUSSIAN COTTAGE 12p
NEW CHURCH 24p
NEW FACTORY 24p
GERMAN HOUSE 20p
GERMAN COTTAGE 15p
ANTI-TANK PILLBOX .,.9p
DUG OUT PILLBOX 9p
BLOCKHOUSE WITH
TRENCH AND TURRET ..15p
METAL PLATE BRIDGE... 15p
SINGLE ARCH

HUMPBACK 8p
DOUBLE ARCH

HUMPBACK....lOp

NEW!
1/300 SCALE FIGURES FOR

CANNON MINIATURES

SCENERY. ONE TYPE ONLY FOR

SECOND WORLD WAR. JUST

PAINT IN THE APPROPRIATE

COLOUR. PACK INCLUDES:

STANDING FIGURES

LAID DOWN FIGURES

FIGURES IN SHELL HOLES
FIGURES BEHIND BRICK WALL & SAND BAGS
MORTAR GROUPS IN OPEN
MORTAR GROUPS IN COVER
M.G. GROUPS AND PAIRS LAID DOWN

M.G. PAIR SITTING, DUG IN, SANDBAGGED
BAZOOKA PAIR LAID DOWN, DUG IN
AT LEAST TWO JEEPS, AND KUBELWAGENS.
ONLY 45p FOR 60 FIGURES + 7p P&P

POST & PACKING ON BUILDINGS 20%
P&P ON TANKS & TRUCKS 10%
S.A.E. FOR LISTS

ATTENTION PLEASE! A PRICE RISE OF 1p OR 2p PER MODEL TAKES PLACE FROM 1st DEC.

CANNON MINIATURES ■ 8 Merlewood Avenue ■ Southport PR9 7NS 20760

HARDWARE

AMENDMENTS
An amendment sheet is now ready for our 1950-75
Armour& InfantryRules. It mainly updates some weapons
and brings In our assessment of newtypes on Information
at present available. A comprehensive rewrite will follow
late next year when the US Army will have been using
these rules as a training aid for some 12 months.
Send an SAE for the amendment sheet. An SAE will also

bring you our list of Wargames Rules & Reference Books
— from —

Wargames
Research Group
75 Ardingly Drive,

Gorlng-by-Sea, Sussex.

U.S.A. & Canadian Readers — our U.S. Agents now are
printing and distributing most of our publications.

HERITAGE MODELS INC.
2916, BIystone Lane, Dallas,
Texas, 75220.

EAGLE
MINI A TURES
P.O. BOX 14,
BARRY, SOUTH GLAMORGN,
CF6 6YB Telephone: BARRY 740374

/'A/* (Inr hit tSp 7h'o Kiti 20p
(>versva\ •— Surface Mail

Send S.At for full list

Above EMM British Oificers

Winter Dress.

Crimea €1855 £2.95

To complement above EMB5
Private in Greatcoat carrying
firewood.

C1855 £1.45



PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (SID 043 272)

mois. MAL POE 1.1 .iHGASB.

F2001 Brit inf private adv P2002 Brit inf officer
P2003 Brit inf Sten gunner P2004 Brit inf Bren gunner
P2005 Brit inf 2" mortar man P2006 Brit inf ammo carrier
P2007 U.S inf private adv P2008 U.S inf officer
P2009 U.S inf Thompson m/gunner P2010 U.S inf with Browning A.R
P2011 U.S inf 60mm mortar man F2012 U.S inf ammo carrier
F2013 German inf private adv P2014 Gennan inf officer
P2015 German inf suh m/gunner P2016 German inf L.M gunner
P2017 German inf 50mm mortar man P20i8 German inf ammo carrier

All ahove items 4p sach

BUILDINGS IN 15mm SCALE DESIGNED AND PRODUCED BT JOHN MITCHBLL. EASY TO CONSTRUCT.
PRINTED BLACK ON WHITE CARD. SHEET NO 1 ELIZABETHAN TYPE COTTAGE,

SHEET NO 2 FARMHOUSE AND BARN PRICE PER SHEET 36p
Send 12p for full list and sample figure. Over 500 items from Ancients through to
World War 2.

Cash with order. Post and Package extra. „ x cc d...
Orders up to £1 - 14p. Up to £2 - 17p. Up to £3 - 20p. Up to £4 - 23p. Up to £5 - 24p.
Up to £6 - 27p. Orders over £6 post free.

HARROW
TELEPHONE: THE MODEL SHOP
01-427 31 ST. ANN'S ROAD.
0387 HARROW, MIDDX.

BOOKS GALORE!

NEW!

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP:
Armies of the Dark Ages 600-1066
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic wars

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome
Armies and Enemies of Ancient China

Armies and Enemies of the Dark Ages Egypt
Armies and Enemies of the Dark Ages Assyria
"Wargames Campaigns' byTony Bath
Wargames Research Group Rules:-
Ancient Rules 3000 B.C.-1250 A.D.

Inf Action 1925-75

Armour/lnf. 1925-50
Armour/inf. 1950-75
Renaissance Rules

Greek Navel Rules

P.S.L.

Tank Battles in Miniature

1  AWargamer's Guide to the Western Desert
1940-1942

Tank Battles in Miniature

2 Wargamers Guide to the Russian 1942-1945
Making Model Aircraft by B. Philpott
How to go Collecting Model Soldiers, H. Harris
Renaissance Armies by G. Gush
Skirmish Wargaming by D. Featherstone

ALMARK

French Artillery 1800-181 5
Inf.Tactics 1939-1945

German Armour 1939-1940

Artillery Tactics 1939-1945
TankTactics 1939-1945

The Franco-Prussian War
The Crimean War 1853-56

The Battle of Leipzig 1818
The Battle of Blenheim

The Battle of Yorktown

The Battle of Spion Kop
The Battle of Kursk

The Battle of Flodden

The Battle of Agincourt
Operation Crusader

HINCHLIFFE MODELS

75mm FIG's

75/JB1. Italian Death Volunteer, 1917
75/J82. Drummer of Grenadiers
Inf Reg 'Zamora'. A happy figure of a

Tipsy Drummer
75/JB3. Bersagller, 1917 - Demolishing

Austrian Frontier Post

75/JB4. Italian Line Inf Private 1917
75/JB5. Captain of Grenadiers 7th

Africa' Line Reg' Napales 1812
75/JB7. German Inf 1915
75/JB6. Off. Sardinian Inf. Reg 'Savoyen', 1803
75/JB8. French Inf. 1914

75/JB9. Adjutant - Chef Chasseur Alpin 1915
75/JB 10. Austrian Carpenter or Artillery 1808-12
75/JB1 l.Austro-Hungarian Grenadier 1814
75/J8C1. Spanish Mounted Trooper 7th Cav'.
(Lander De la Mancha) 1813

75/JBC2. Prussian Lanwehr Lancer 1815
75/JBC3. French Cuirassier Trooper 1815

90mm JAVIS FIGURES

90/DJ1. Highland Private
42 Reg'Waterloo

90/DJ2 Young Guard Tirailleur,
Grenadier 1809

90/DJ3. Off, 9th Lancers
Circa 1820

Phoenix 54mm Kit

'Young Winston' on
Horse Back

only £2.00

NEW

HINCHLIFFE

HANDBOOK

£2.00

Mail Order; Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



(( has. ( . Stadden Miniatures Rej;.)

1812 Series ) "The Retreat from Moscow"
Parts 1 & 2 ) "The Burning of the Eagles"
Owing to the exceptionally high demand for these fine 54mm figures, we are pleased to show again those
which comprise the first and second parts of this extremely popular series, demonstrating their supreme
inter-changeability: an asset which applies equally to all forthcoming special issues continuing the 1812
theme — allowing almost limitless alternative combinations for diorama enthusiasts.

AC9 H AC9I AC9 J AC9 K

AC9 N AC9 0 AC9 P

AC'9 G

GUARD GRENADIER
EAGLE BEARER

AC 9 H

FRENCH INFANTRY
EAGLE BEARER

wearing Cossack hat

AC9 1

BAVARIAN COLOUR

BEARER

AC9 J

FRENCH INFANTRY

EAGLE BEARER

with bandaged head

AC9 K

FRENCH INFANTRY

EAGLE BEARER

in cocked hat

AC9 L

FRENCH INFANTRY

EAGLE BEARER

in Shako

AC9 M

FRENCH LINE

CHASSEUR A CHEVAL

Eagle Bearer

AC9 N

TROOPER

Hessen Darmstadt

Chevaulegers

AC9 O

TROOPER

Wurttemberg
Chevaulegers

AC9 P

TROOPER

Saxony Leib-Kurassier

AC9 Q
PRIVATE

French Light Infantry

AC9 R

FRENCH LINE

INFANTRY SAPPER
carrying log

AC9 S

FRENCH GARDE

GRENADIER SAPPER
dragging log

AC9 T

FRENCH LINE

DRAGOON SAPPER
stooping with axe

Price (U.K.): Individual figures £1.75 each. Any three
or more, if ordered together, £1.50 each. Please add
10% postage and packing.
Important Note: Numbers AC5 E (two-figure group)
and AC5 Q (dead horse) are each charged as two
figures.

IMPnRTAMT- PI FASP NOTP nilR ?UFW Annopss

5A & 5B Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.



AiRFIX NEW MODELS FILE

The Desert Rats, or the British Eighth Army as
they were more correctly known, were established in
September 1941.They were organised by their
Commander, General Sir Alan Cunningham, into the
XIII Corps and XXX Corps-the latter incorporatingthe
famous 7th Armoured Division.

The British Eighth Army was formed after some
of the most fierce battles of the Second World War along
the North African coast.

For three years German and Italian forces fought
the British and Commonwealth armies to gain access to
the vital Suez Canal.

In November 1941 Operation Crusader relieved
the beleaguered fortress of Tobruk, A counter-attack by
Rommel early in 1942 forced the allied armies back to
El Alamein. However, following a major battle, the Eighth
Army forced the Germans to retreat and finally on May
13,1943 on the Cap Bon Peninsula the African campaign
ended.

A total of 43 British Army Regiments were
represented in the Eighth Army and were divided into
four armoured divisions and four infantry divisions.

The Airfix Eighth Army come as a multi-pose kit-

BRITISH EIGHTH ARMY
NEW MULTI-POSE Kit

a totally new concept in model soldier kit building. Each
box contains over 100 polystyrene parts which are
•interchangeable so you can cement them together in a
variety of positions. They wear the standard issue khaki
drill shirt and shorts. And there's a variety of caps, boots,
helmets.and equipment .

For up-to-date news and details of Airfix models
get the Airfix magazine, price 22p.

Also available are a set of detailed Airfix Books.
These give all the background information to such
models as the HMS Victory, Cutty Sark, Mayflower, Spitfire,
Messerschmitt Bfl09, P.51 Mustang and Hawker Hurricane.

British Eighth Army 1:32 Scale.
New to the world's big^ range

of construction kits.

THE DESERT RATS THAT WERE
A PLAGUE ON ROMMEL.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


